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GREEN WITH AGRI
Ireland is welcoming the New Year with positive news 
on a broad front. Foreign direct inward investment 
has increased, technology jobs are being created on a 
monthly basis, Irish SMEs are confident about economic 
recovery, and Ireland’s economy was the fastest growing 
in the eurozone in the second quarter of 2014. 

One industry that is experiencing phenomenal 
success worldwide is the Irish agri sector. A recent 

trade mission to China, which was led by minister for agriculture Simon Coveney, 
included leading agri-food and agri-service companies, several of  which reported 
contract completions as a result of  the mission. With the coming abolition of  
the milk quota this April, milk production in Ireland is expected to increase by 
18% by 2017. The country has been described as having ‘all the ingredients to 
become a Silicon Valley for food and a leading global food centre of  excellence’, 
but funds have to be allocated to support food startups, mergers and existing 
food production companies. In the economy focus this month we look at food 
production in both Northern Ireland and Ireland, and what strategies the agri 
industry should undertake for the future. Ian Guider reviews the cooperative 
sector in Ireland and how he thinks mergers between the larger and smaller 
companies is the next logical step for future economic growth and global 
expansion in this sector. We also profile two major role models in the agri-food 
production sector – Owen Killian, recent recipient of  the 2014 RDS Gold Medal 
for Industry and Commerce, and Dairygold CEO Jim Woulfe.

In the focus interview, Myles O’Grady FCCA, director of  finance at AIB, outlines 
AIB’s significant investment in Ireland’s agri sector, recently announcing a €500m 
fund set up to cater for and support the growth and development of  the sector 
at farm level. O’Grady also discusses his role leading Ireland’s largest bank to a 
brighter, better and more secure future.

Shauna Rahman, Ireland editor, shaunarahman@ifpmedia.com
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▲ BILLIONS FOR BUILDING
A reported €11bn is to be invested in the 
construction industry next year with over 500 
different projects to begin in both Ireland and 
Northern Ireland

▼ eBOLa FIGht
Bob Geldof’s Band Aid 30 has recorded a 
new version of Do they know it’s Christmas? 
to raise money for the fight against Ebola
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▲ BUSINESS SENSE
UCD’s Michael Smurfit Graduate Business 
School is the only Irish business school to 
appear in the Financial Times league table 
of Europe’s top graduate business schools, 
ranking at 35, while London Business School 
took the top spot

▲ THE FULL PACKAGE
Ireland’s Best Young Entrepreneur 2014 is 
announced, with the €50k investment prize 
going to 28-year-old Eamon Keane, co-founder 
of parcel-tracking software company Xpreso

▼ CHANGING TIMES
A picture of taoiseach Enda Kenny attending a 
Fine Gael LGBT event – the first leader to attend 
an event in a gay bar – has gone viral at a time 
when Fine Gael party support is at its lowest 

► A HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
As homeless man Jonathan Corrie dies just 
steps away from Dáil Eireann, an urgent forum is 
held and minister Alan Kelly pledges beds for all 
Dublin homeless before Christmas
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branches in Dublin city 
centre. The branches are let 
to AIB on 25-year leases.  
In a separate development, 
finance minister Michael 
Noonan has announced that 
the government hopes to sell 
the AIB business next year 
for €11.6bn.

ECB BAILOUT DEMAND 
The European Central Bank 
(ECB) imposed ‘special 
conditions’ to continue 
supplying liquidity to the 
Irish banking system in 
November 2010 at the height 
of  the banking crisis. The 
conditions have now been 
revealed in leaked copies 
published by The Irish Times. 
The four conditions were 
that the Irish government 
requested financial support; 
that it carry out structural 
reforms of  the finance sector, 
in agreement with the troika; 
that it capitalise the banks as 
part of  the restructuring; and 
that repayment of  the funds 
must be ‘fully guaranteed by 
the Irish government’.

BANKRUPTCY RISES
There has been a substantial 
rise in personal bankruptcies 
in Ireland, rising from 58 in 

APPLE TAX PAYBACK
Apple has warned that it 
may have to pay back-tax 
to Ireland. In its annual 
report filing to the US 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission, Apple warned 
of  the potential impact of  
the European Commission’s 
investigation into its Irish 
subsidiaries and whether 
tax payments complied 
with state aid rules. ‘If  
the EC were to take a final 
decision against Ireland, it 
could require changes to 
existing tax rulings that, 
in turn, could increase the 
company’s taxes in the 
future,’ stated Apple. ‘The 
EC could also require Ireland 
to recover from the company 
past taxes reflective of  the 
disallowed state aid.’ 

KPMG DEFERRAL
The Chartered Accountants 
Regulatory Board (CARB) 
investigation of  KPMG’s 
auditing of  the former Irish 
Nationwide Building Society 
has been deferred until after 
the end of  the Oireachtas 
banking inquiry. A judge 
has also criticised KPMG 
partners Kieran Wallace and 
Eamonn Richardson in their 
role as special liquidators of  
Irish Nationwide on whether 
to sue auditor KPMG. KPMG 
did not respond to a request 
for comment.

AIB BRANCHES’ SALE
Twelve prime location AIB 
branches have been put on 
the market. The sale is being 
handled by Knight Frank, at 
a guide price of  €48m. The 
branches were bought in 
2006 for a reported €100m. 
Branches include the Dame 
Street and O’Connell Street 

the whole of  2013 to 164 in 
the first six months of  last 
year – a six-fold increase. 
Legal firm Hugh James 
said that many Irish people 
who would previously have 
filed for bankruptcy in the 
UK are now taking action in 
Ireland as a result of  Irish 
bankruptcy liberalisation. 
Personal insolvencies 
have also continued to 
rise sharply in Northern 
Ireland, according to the 
latest figures published by 
the UK’s insolvency service. 
There were 975 individual 
insolvencies in the third 
quarter of  last year.

‘TAX EVASION’ DOSSIER 
The Oireachtas Public 
Accounts Committee (PAC) 
has been given a dossier 
claiming widespread tax 
evasion by former senior 
politicians and others. 
However, legal advice 
to committee members 
concludes that they are 
unable to investigate the 
claims unless the law is 
changed. The dossier was 
compiled by Gerry Ryan, 
who officially investigated 
the misuse of  Ansbacher 
offshore accounts. Ryan 

is currently employed by 
the Department of  Jobs, 
Enterprise and Innovation 
and he gave the files to his 
minister, Richard Bruton, 
before passing them to the 
PAC. Bruton has referred the 
files to the Garda for further 
investigation.

PTSB FAILS TEST
Permanent TSB was the only 
Irish bank to fail the ECB’s 
stress test. As a result, 
Permanent TSB will need to 
raise €855m in additional 
capital. Finance minister 
Michael Noonan promised 
that Permanent TSB will 
be kept afloat. The bank 
said that it is ‘finalising 
plans to raise capital from 
international investors to 
support the maintenance of  
prudent capital buffers and 
profitable growth’.

EIB BACKS SMEs
The European Investment 
Bank (EIB) is backing 
Ireland’s new Strategic 
Banking Corporation through 
the provision of  €400m. The 
funds will be used to invest 
in small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs), assisting 
access to finance through 

News round-up
SMEs are experiencing positive investment and support backed by the EIB, Permanent 
TSB fails ECB stress test, and India could become a global economic success

WEB SUMMIT SUCCESS
A recent web summit attracted nearly 22,000 people 
from more than 100 countries to the Royal Dublin 
Society conference centre, as Europe’s largest tech 
event took place. It was opened by taoiseach Enda 
Kenny, who marked the occasion by ringing the NASDAQ 
opening bell from the main stage. A live feed went 
directly from the summit to Times Square in New York. 
Organisers claimed that the event generated €100m 
for the Dublin economy. Several companies attending 
the summit pledged new investments, including 
SurveyMonkey, which plans to expand in Ireland.
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simple lending procedures 
to provide long-term, low-
cost loans. 

ECB DECLINES INQUIRY
The ECB has declined 
to give evidence to the 
Oireachtas banking inquiry, 
which began in December. 
The inquiry is expected to 
last several months and will 
consider banking systems 
and practices, regulatory 
systems and practices, 
and crisis management 
systems together with policy 
responses. The inquiry is 
being chaired by the Labour 
Party’s Ciarán Lynch and 
contains some vocal critics 
of  the handling of  the 
crisis, including Sinn Féin’s 
Pearse Doherty and the 
Socialist Party’s Joe Higgins. 
A separate Central Bank 
inquiry into ‘rogue banks’ 
has also been established.

MORE BELFAST JOBS
Deloitte is to employ a 
further 338 staff  in Belfast, 
in addition to the 177 jobs 
it created in the city last 
year. The latest expansion 
is the result of  a £30m 
investment to take place 
in Belfast over the next five 
years. By the end of  the 
investment programme, 
Deloitte will employ 
more than 700 people in 
Belfast. Meanwhile, PwC 
has announced that its 
programme of  investment 
has led to more than 1,000 
people working for the firm 
in Belfast, some 300 of  
whom joined PwC in the last 
two years.

CT DEVOLUTION FOR NI 
Corporation tax could be 
devolved to the Northern 
Ireland Executive, UK 
chancellor George Osborne 
announced in his Autumn 
Statement. ‘I recognise the 
strongly held argument for 
devolution of  corporation 
tax in Northern Ireland,’ 
he said. The move will 

be legislated for in the 
current parliament, said 
the chancellor, but only if  
the current budgetary and 
political crisis in the north 
is resolved.

NI’S DRAFT BUDGET
Northern Ireland is to 
have a £1bn infrastructure 
investment fund, backed by 
the EIB, finance minister 
Simon Hamilton announced 
in his draft Budget. The 
investment fund is intended 
to leverage substantial 
private sector money into 
infrastructure projects to 
add to the north’s limited 
capital spending capacity. 

NEW 100 GROUP CHAIR
Simon Dingemans is the new 
chair of  the 100 Group of  
the largest UK companies. 
Dingemans is CFO of  GSK, 
which he joined in 2011 
from Goldman Sachs. At 
Goldman Sachs, Dingemans 
was a managing director 
and partner, taking roles 

as head of  UK investment 
banking and leader of  its 
European M&A business. 

HMRC INVESTIGATIONS
Two out of  every three large 
corporations operating in the 
UK are being investigated 
by HMRC. Most of  the 
inquiries involve multiple 
issues. The investigations 
are part of  HMRC’s large 
business strategy, which 
has generated an additional 
£31bn of  revenues in the 
past four years.

FRC EXPOSURE DRAFT
The Financial Reporting 
Council (FRC) has issued 
an exposure draft, FRED 
56, on proposed changes to 
interim financial reporting 
for the UK and Ireland to 
make it more informative 
and understandable. The 
proposals are based on 
International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
The consultation ends on 
12 January.

HIGH CFO CHURN
CEO and CFO churn has 
reached a post-crisis high, 
according to a KPMG 
study, Guide to directors’ 
remuneration. A quarter 
of  FTSE 100 companies 
changed CEOs in the year 
May 2013 to April 2014, up 
from 14% the year before. 
The turnover of  CFOs was 
slightly higher. More than 
half  of  FTSE 100 companies 
had at least one change 
in the executive team in 
the year. KPMG concluded 
this high rate of  executive 
turnover suggests that 
incentive pay packages may 
be inappropriate.

 
PROFIT WARNINGS
Listed companies in the UK 
issued 69 profit warnings in 
the third quarter of  2014 – 
the highest quarterly level 
since the onset of  the global 
crisis in 2008 – reports EY. 
Causes include competitive 
and pricing pressures, plus 
the impact of  currency » 

TR
EN

D
S

POSITIVE SME OUTLOOK
According to the north/south InterTrade Ireland Business Monitor report for the 
third quarter of 2014, nine out of 10 smaller Irish businesses are stable or growing. 

Businesses’ increased 
employment levels
 
Reported growth to the 
end of  September

Construction firms are 
more confident about 
undertaking investment

Reported a rise in sales 
since the last quarter

Firms are either stable 
or in growth mode

12%

45%

88%

43%

35%
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troubled security company 
G4S, replacing KPMG from 
2015. BDO was awarded the 
audit for AIM-listed Nichols, 
in place of  GT. A review of  
the audit market by Proxima 
found a fast acceleration 
of  audit tendering, with 
nearly a quarter of  FTSE 
350 companies tendering 
their audits in the last three 
years. While 98% of  the 
FTSE 100 and 95% of  the 
FTSE 250 are audited by Big 
Four firms, one mid-tier firm 

fluctuations. Profit warnings 
were particularly common 
in the construction and 
materials sector. There has 
also been a marked increase 
in the number of  companies 
issuing multiple warnings.

MAJOR AUDIT CHANGES
EY has won the audit 
contract for RBS from 2016, 
replacing Deloitte. PwC 
takes over as auditor of  
Diageo in 2016 from KPMG. 
PwC also won the audit for 

works with 107 of  the FTSE 
350 companies. There are 
still 183 of  the FTSE 350 
with the same auditors for 
the last decade. However, 46 
companies changed auditors 
in the first half  of  2014.

 
GLOBAL GOVERNANCE 
There are wide differences 
in corporate governance 
requirements internationally, 
according to a joint study 
conducted by ACCA and 
KPMG looking at 25 
markets. The Balancing rules 
and flexibility study found 
the strongest and clearest 
corporate governance 
obligations are in place in 
developed economies. The 
UK was assessed as scoring 
most highly, followed by the 
US, Singapore, Australia, 
India, Malaysia, Hong Kong 
and Russia. The study calls 
for governments to work 
towards meeting global 
standards based on OECD-
established principles.

TECH SUPPORTING IR
Leading technology 
providers are working 
together to support 
integrated reporting (IR), 
says the International 
Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC). Deloitte, PwC, SAP, 
CRedit360 and Tagetik have 
become ‘charter members’ 
of  the IR initiative to 
support it with appropriate 
technologies and share 

experiences to lead market 
innovation. Meanwhile, the 
United Nations Development 
Programme is supporting 
the global application of  IR 
for public sector accounting.  
The Public Sector Pioneer 
Network was launched at a 
World Bank conference and 
will test how IR principles 
can be applied.
 
SHELL WINS TAX CASE
Shell has won a court 
ruling against the Indian 
government that quashes a 
US$3bn tax demand. Indian 
tax authorities had sought 
to levy the bill for alleged 
underpricing of  shares in 
the corporation’s Indian 
subsidiary that were issued 
to the parent company. The 
Bombay High Court ruled 
the claim to be ‘baseless’. 
 
INDIAN POTENTIAL 
India is on the verge of  
becoming a major economy, 
says PwC’s report Future of 
India – the winning leap. The 
report says that India can 
grow its GDP by 9% per 
annum to become a US$10 
trillion economy, but to do 
so will need a concerted 
effort from corporate India, 
supported by a vibrant 
entrepreneurial ecosystem 
and a constructive 
government partnership. ■

Compiled by Paul Gosling, 
journalist

U2 DRUMMER SUES
Accountancy firm Gaby Smyth of Dun Laoghaire 
is being sued by former client, U2 drummer Larry 
Mullen. The legal action claims that the firm 
provided unsuitable investment advice leading to 
Mullen and his partner making an €11m loss relating 
to a development in Romania and an investment in 
European hotels. Gaby Smyth did not respond to a 
request for comment.
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STRIKING 
THE BALANCE
As his six month-tenure as AIB’s director of finance ends, Myles O’Grady FCCA reflects 
on a bank that has gone from past financial disaster to building future stability

2014
In May 2014, appointed to his 

current role as director of finance

2006–2014
Prior to his current role O’Grady held 

positions in AIB as acting CFO, group 
financial controller and head of financial 
strategy and planning

1990–2006
Before joining AIB, he held a number of 
senior positions in Bord Gáis Energy and 
Citibank. In the early part of his career, he 
worked for Dresdner Kleinwort Benson  
and AIB

the initiatives and creativity, which other educational 
backgrounds can bring to our teams. For example, we have 
marine biologists training with us, which brings completely 
different perspectives to the table!

‘Working with AIB’s board director and chief  financial 
officer, we also have responsibility for the strategic 
management of  the balance sheet relating to capital, 
liquidity, funding and treasury management. We also ensure 
our business plans secure long-term viability for the bank, 
generate profits on a sustainable basis, and ultimately repay 
the state and the taxpayer for their support to AIB during 
our recent financial crisis.’

Crucial state support
O’Grady acknowledges that without the injection of  capital 
into the bank in its time of  need from the Irish state and 
taxpayers, AIB would not be in the fortunate situation it 
is now. ‘The two most important lessons we have learned 
from the financial crisis are to put the customer at the heart 
of  everything we do; and to ensure all financial products, 
especially loans, are appropriately risk-priced. »

A
fter returning to AIB in 2006 at the beginning 
of the downturn, O’Grady’s responsibility and 
financial function in the bank came at a time when 
the bank needed as much financial guidance as 

possible. In addition to AIB, he has worked for Dresdner 
Klienwort Benson and Citibank. He also worked for Bord 
Gáis Energy, helping the company to prepare for market 
opening and industry competition. 

O’Grady has a diverse background and has worked in 
Dublin, London and Brussels for retail and investment 
banks. As well as the more typical finance roles, he has also 
been heavily involved in strategy development and business 
restructuring. To O’Grady, though, to get on the road to 
profitability was nothing short of  a concrete team effort. 

‘I am working with a very dedicated, hardworking 
and clever team of  professionals, right from our trainee 
accountants up to our senior management team.  
The overall team is made up of  about 300 finance 
professionals at various stages in their career. AIB has  
come through a period of  enormous difficulty and 
uncertainty, and throughout that period my colleagues 
across the bank have demonstrated an amazing level of  
commitment and dedication. 

‘After five very difficult years, AIB is returning to 
sustainable profitability and I know the efforts of  all  
my colleagues in the bank was instrumental in achieving 
this. From what I have experienced, this could only 
have been achieved by working together as a team that 
recognises diverse talents, strengths and weaknesses. 
While I would never want to experience such a banking 
crisis again, I learned that difficult times can bring out  
the best in people.’

O’Grady is currently responsible for the operational and 
performance management of  the AIB finance function. His 
job is to ensure his team maintain a control environment to 
the highest standards relating to all financial, regulatory and 
management accounting processes. 

‘It is important also to note that we recruit from all 
walks of  life. Data analysis and technological intelligence 
are major attributes at the moment, but we welcome 

Cv
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* launched a €300m healthcare fund, in October 2014;

* launched an agri fund of  €500m, in April 2014; 

* launched, in conjunction with Frontline Ventures, a €2m 
programme to kick-start the country’s most ambitious 
technology entrepreneurs, with early-stage capital of  up 
to €100k per company;

* made the major investment of  a seven-year partnership 
with UCD to promote innovation. 

Agri-sector involvement 
O’Grady knows that Ireland’s global talking point is 
agriculture. Recognising the importance of  supporting this 
trend, AIB is responsible for €2bn worth of  loans to the Irish 
agricultural sector with lending approvals up 5% year-on-year.

‘We recently announced a €500m fund to support the 
growth and development of  Ireland’s agri sector at farm 
level,’ he says. ‘The fund is designed to support the ongoing 
development of  the farming sector by providing finance for 
capital expenditure, working capital and asset finance. The 
fund is also supported by the European Investment Bank. In 
2014, AIB doubled the agri-adviser support team supporting 
customers on the ground. 

‘Since the 1970s, AIB has always maintained a specialised 
adviser team, qualified in agricultural science, to support the 
bank’s understanding of  farm businesses. This strengthening 

of  the team further builds AIB’s knowledge and understanding 
of  the sector as it develops and grows,’ he says.

Transitions: from recovery to growth
‘The encouraging news for AIB is the return to profitability,’ 
says O’Grady, ‘which has been achieved with a clear, 
strategic direction that focuses on our core markets and by 
offering great products and services to our customers.

‘We are investing in the future, with a particular focus 
on the customer experience and enabling technology. An 
important aspect of  this is the omni-channel strategy, which 
means that customers can decide exactly how they wish to 
interact with us, either by branch, mobile or tablet.’

In essence, AIB is adapting to customer preferences.More 
customers want to conduct their business by mobile or online, 
but there has been major investment in upgrading AIB branches 
to make the customer experience more efficient. AIB’s digital 
banking store, The Lab, in Dundrum scooped the award in the 
‘physical distribution’ category at the Global Distribution and 
Marketing Innovation Awards last April, beating 150 other banks 
from 54 countries. Tablet banking was launched in 2013 and 
there will be more technology innovations launched this year.

‘In the years leading up to the financial crisis there was 
an over-emphasis on profitability and growth, which did not 
adequately focus on either customer needs or the level of  
risk being undertaken. Our job now is to repay that support 
by offering customer-appropriate products and the highest 
standards of  customer service. If  
we put our customer at the heart of  
everything we do, we will continue 
to generate sustainable profits and 
repay capital back to the state and 
taxpayers,’ he says. 

O’Grady has seen very significant 
change in the  
business since the boom times. From the late 1990s 
to 2007, AIB lent billions of  euros to fund property 
development and that level and type of  lending is no longer 
a major feature of  its business. 

‘The type of  credit AIB is writing now, compared to pre-
crisis, is very different,’ he says. ‘Of  course, we are providing 
mortgages to individuals, couples and families to buy that 
all-important home, but we are also lending to small and 
medium-sized businesses to help cashflow and growth. 
We are supporting large Irish corporates to expand on the 
international stage, and we are lending to both attract and 
support foreign direct investment (FDI).’

Positive actions and results
AIB has recently:

* reduced mortgage interest rates, which will help 
customers to get on the property ladder with mortgage 
drawdowns up 29% year on year;

* approved loans of  €9bn – up 39% year on year;

* increased loans to businesses and corporates by up 
to 40%, with an increase in activity across all sectors, 
especially agri, retail and manufacturing;

Key strategies for AIB:

*Three-year strategy: hundreds of 
millions of euros will be invested in 
digital and distribution capabilities

* Branch network upgrades, making 
banking a better experience

* Current lending: economic, business 
and corporate lending is up 40% and 
mortgage lending is up 30%, with the 
bank recently cutting mortgage interest 
rates 

* New lending:up to €10bn new lending 
per year over the next three yearsba

si
cs

▌▌▌at the right and appropriate time 
and at the decision of the state, aiB will 
commence a path to privatisation
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‘We are making good progress in working with customers 
who are in financial difficulty and the type of  loan 
restructuring solutions, which we are offering customers who 
were in financial arrears, is a key differentiator to some of  
our competitors. Overall, AIB has transitioned from recovery 
to growth, and we have the capital and the balance sheet to 
grow sustainably and generate risk-appropriate returns. I 
see the bank’s future as a positive one.’

Strategic policy and goals
In relation to property purchase loan approval, O’Grady says 
the Central Bank’s approach to mortgages is appropriate, 
and system rules of  this type already feature in other 
eurozone countries. 

‘How these new mortgage rules are implemented is 
very important,’ says O’Grady. ‘For example, we do want 
to promote home ownership in a way which is appropriate, 
affordable, and sustainable for our customers. Overall, the 
CBI’s proposals will help avoid another property bubble, 
which is in everyone’s interest.’

According to O’Grady, at the right and appropriate time 
and at the decision of  the state, AIB will commence a path to 
privatisation, which will help the bank to continue to flourish 
as the largest in Ireland. In banking in Ireland, O’Grady says 
the technology approach and future investment will be key 
areas, which will influence success in the immediate future. 
‘In the next five years, I know we will continue to be at the 
cusp of  technology in the banking sector, with multiple 
banking distribution channels available to our customers.’

Banking on a positive future
‘None of  my family are interested in working in finance! So, 
when I leave the office, I am not discussing work at home 
and I can indulge in a number of  different past-times. I live 
in Sandymount with my wife, Rupee, just a stone’s throw 
away from the Aviva, where I can fuel my interest in rugby. 
Having worked in London – a home away from home –  
it will be great to visit for some of  the World Cup  
matches next year. I am also hooked on military history, 
particulary Antony Beevor’s books on World War Two. I 
find past historical conflicts fascinating and always an 
interesting read.’ 

O’Grady has always been an avid supporter of  NGOs and 
has travelled with charities, where he can be hands-on and 
help those who need it most. O’Grady travelled to Zambia 
previously with AIDS charities to help women affected by 
AIDS with their financial situations. He hopes to travel to 
Kenya to work with local organisations to improve the quality 
of  their financial and governance processes.

‘With AIB, the essence of  corporate social responsibility 
is an ingrained trait and there is always the potential to do 
more. I know Ireland has gone through some challenging 
times and emigration has soared during the recession, but 
there is a reason why people are coming back now. Yes, we 
learned a lot of  hard lessons along the way, but creating 
solutions and opportunities is what will pave the way for a 
fulfilling future for the bank.’ ■

Shauna Rahman, editor, AB.IE
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Agri-food 
for thought
One of the most important reforms to the Irish agricultural sector in modern 
times takes place this April when the EU brings the milk quota system to an end

t
he abolition of the milk quota will trigger a radical 
restructuring of the dairy sector in Ireland. Milk 
quotas were introduced in 1984 to limit public 
expenditure, control milk production and stabilise both 

milk prices and milk producers’ incomes. There has since 
been a substantial reduction in the number of dairy farmers 
in Ireland, from 68,000 in 1984 to 16,000 by 2010.

A comprehensive assessment – Economic impact of 
the abolition of the milk quota regime – of  the likely impact 
of  the ending of  milk quotas, has been published by the 
European Commission. It predicts that abolition of  milk 
quotas will lead to Irish dairy production increasing by 

The agri-food sector is one of Ireland’s largest industries. According to the Department of 
Agriculture, Food and the Marine it is worth €24bn a year to the national economy, generating 6.3% 
of gross value added, providing almost 10% of Ireland’s exports and 7.7% of national employment. 

But at present there is enormous volatility and uncertainty in the dairy sector. The Rabobank 
Dairy quarterly report for Q3 2014 stresses that the dairy industry is being severely squeezed by an 
unfortunate coincidence of  events. Milk production has expanded in exporting countries at the very 
time that China has pulled back from purchasing, focusing instead on using up previously bought 
stock. Meanwhile, Russia has retaliated against trade sanctions by banning food imports from various 
external suppliers. 

Rabobank reported that while EU prices have yet to feel the full impact of  these factors, some 
international prices have fallen by between 15% and 30%. There will now be a sustained period of  low 
dairy prices, predicts Rabobank.

DAIry InDUstry stAtIstIcs

4.4%, causing a decline of  10% in raw milk prices. 
Butter and milk powder production rises in these 
projections by 5% to 6%, with prices falling 
6% to 7%. Production of  cheese and fresh 
milk products is predicted to rise by 1%, 
with prices declining by 4% to 6%. Irish 
agricultural income is projected to 
fall – unless counteracted by 
increased exports – by 4.5%. 

According to 
Teagasc – Ireland’s 
agriculture and 
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food development authority – milk production 
in Ireland may increase beyond the levels 
predicted by the European Commission report. 
Teagasc suggests that milk production may 

rise by approximately 18% by 2017, with 
about 60% of  dairy farmers planning 

to increase production and a small 
number of  farmers – less than 

a thousand – re-entering the 
dairy market. But,Teagasc 

argues, the best-performing 
third of  dairy farms earned 

average profits of  nearly €2,500 
per hectare last year, which is 

around four times the profits of  
the weakest third of  dairy farms. 

This suggests that many farms need to 
increase efficiency and adopt more innovative 

farming practices. 

World leader
David McGee, a consulting partner 

at PwC, argues that Ireland can 
be a world leader in the agri-food 

industry – providing it modernises. ‘We 
have all the ingredients in Ireland to 
become the Silicon Valley for food and 
be a world leader for food innovation,’ 
he says. However, he warns that this 
requires Ireland to take advantage of  technological advances 
to increase yields, reduce the use of  energy and water, and 
extend produce shelf  life. If  it does this, Ireland can exploit 
global demographic change. 

‘Doing what we are doing now will not satisfy these 
future needs and wants,’ he told the recent Future of  Food 

Summit. 
‘Ireland needs 

to further invest in 
the industry to position it as 

a leading food centre of  excellence. 
This includes leveraging existing technological 

know-how to significantly increase profit margins and 
putting the funds in place to support our food startups.’

Irish agriculture minister Simon Coveney is also in 
no doubt that the industry must adapt. He told a recent 
conference on managing volatility in a post-quota world: ‘We 
are on the cusp of  the most fundamental change to Irish 
agriculture in a generation. Since 1984, the industry has 
operated within a quota environment. The shackles come off  
next April and following that we will have an exciting mix of  
opportunity and challenge for all stakeholders, farmers and 
rural Ireland, processors and manufacturers, agri-business 
and exporters. It is timely that we take stock of  where we 
stand in terms of  our preparedness for this new era.’

Aidan Cotter, chief  executive of  Bord Bia, is positive 
about the prospects for the sector. ‘The growth in the global 
demand for food, combined with shifting dietary habits 
towards more protein-based foods and dairy products, is 
relentless,’ he says. ‘It is driven by a population growing at 
75 million people a year and double that number joining the 
middle classes. 

‘This means that over the next 10 years a market three 
times the size of  the EU, in buying power terms, is being 
created, principally in Asia but also Africa, now home to 

more than three-quarters of  the world’s population. With 
40% of  its exports already destined for international 
markets, principally to these regions, as our dairy industry 
expands it is well positioned to benefit from the sustained 
growth in demand for dairy products.’

In other words, to convert the European Commission’s »  

▌▌▌A 10-yeAr plAn for the Agri-food 
industry is being produced with industry 
leAders, to be published next yeAr
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Northern Ireland’s minister for agriculture and rural 
development, Michelle O’Neill, says: ‘The position in NI is 
different to that in both Britain and southern Ireland. From 
1995 the north has been able to expand production by 
taking advantage of the freeing of milk quota movements 
between Britain and the north of Ireland, in addition to the 
subsequent fall in Britain’s production. This has been to 
the benefit of the local dairy industry. However, during this 
time, production in the south has been constrained by milk 
quotas and it is anticipated that production in the south 
will increase following the ending of milk quotas in 2015.

‘What happens in the future in NI will depend on 
market conditions. The Agri-Food Strategy Board’s report 
Going for growth has set challenging targets for the dairy 
sector anticipating that there will be long-term growth 
opportunities as a result of  rising global demand. In this 
context I believe that a market-led strategy is vital for the 
dairy sector, with future decisions being taken in the context 
of  input costs and market returns.’

David Dobbin, chief  executive of  Belfast-based United 
Dairy Farmers, one of  the UK’s largest dairy businesses, 
takes a similar view: ‘NI has no current quota constraints 
as the UK for a long time has come nowhere near its quota. 
This, in effect, has given NI an advantage of  being able to 
produce as much as it wanted when other regions, including 
the rest of  Ireland, have been constrained by their quota. 

‘So, when quotas end in spring 2015, NI loses an 
advantage it has had and Ireland will be able to expand 
rapidly for the first time in years. Since deregulation of  the 
UK dairy industry in 1995, the NI milk pool has grown by 
50%, whereas the Irish industry has only grown by 5%. This 
means that there is significantly more potential for Ireland 
to expand, as NI already has a much more productive dairy 
herd.

‘At present, dairy markets are significantly oversupplied 
after a surge in milk production following favourable global 
weather and good prices. The biggest growth has been in 
the UK and NI has led the UK. However, the strengthening 
in sterling plus a major oversupply situation has led to a 
crash in milk prices worldwide. Against the current low 
market returns I would expect to see UK milk production 
slow down, whereas Ireland will grow because of  pent-up 
demand for quota and because its production costs are 
lower. In a normal market I would expect NI output to grow 
around 2.5% per annum, which up to recently has been 
the background growth in global demand.’

Ulster Farmers’ Union president Ian Marshall is 
positive. ‘The end of  milk quotas in 2015 gives NI’s dairy 
industry further scope to grow and expand,’ he argues. 
‘There is growing demand globally for Western diet-type 
foods, which includes milk products. With our grassland-
based production – usually resulting in relatively lower 
production costs – and a clean, green image, NI is in a 
good place to help meet these growing global demands.

‘However, an increase in overall milk production would 
need to coincide with increased processing capacity, so 
expansion and growth need to be carefully considered 
and managed. Clearly there is huge potential for our dairy 
industry going forward, but we cannot overlook the current 
situation facing dairy farmers. Milk prices are suffering and 
world market volatility continues to wreak havoc on farm 
businesses. With this in mind, I believe many dairy farmers 
have a cautious optimism about the future of  NI’s dairy 
industry. The potential for growth is there, but it will depend 
on how farm businesses cope during these challenging 
times if  it can be realised quickly. What we would like to 
see is some sort of  mechanism introduced to support farm 
businesses during times of  extreme global market volatility.’

NortherN irelaNd

► NI FarmINg
Farmer Pauric Scally stands in 
the barn of his farm in Co Antrim, 
Northern Ireland
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projections of  falling agricultural incomes into an 
opportunity for growth depends on the capacity of  the 
industry to export. China has, in recent years, become one 
of  Ireland’s most important target markets – it is the sixth 
largest market for Irish agricultural exports. Dairy exports 
to China doubled in the last two years, to €270m, with 
agri-food exports trebling over three years. Total agri-food 
exports to China were valued at €390m in 2013 and that is 
expected to have increased to €500m in 2014.

Trade mission success 
Coveney recently led a trade mission to China, which 
included 37 leading agri-food and agri-services companies 
– several of  which reported contract completions as a result 
of  the mission. The minister’s objective was not only to 
support the sale of  Irish dairy products, but also to promote 
beef  exports and, over the longer term, poultry products.

The government is taking a very hands-on approach to 
the development and enlargement of  the agri-food sector. 
A 10-year plan for the agri-food industry is being produced 
with industry leaders, to be published next year. This 
follows what is regarded as the success of  the Food harvest 
2020 report, which focused on the themes of  smart, green 
and growth. 

The Department of  Agriculture points to various Food 
harvest 2020 interim targets having been met, most notably 
with the primary agricultural sector growing by a third in 
four years. In addition, employment in agriculture has risen 
significantly. In the decade leading up to Food harvest 2020, 
sector employment fell by 1,500: in the last four years it has 
risen by about 4,000. 

It is surely significant that while Ireland’s ‘new economy’, 
based on financial services, has collapsed, it is the old 
economy of  agriculture that is thriving. ■

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Auditor reporting moves up a notch 
Some firms are making the language and content of auditor reports more meaningful, 
shedding light on the debates between auditor and audit committee, says Jane Fuller

In a short period, the typical auditor’s 
report has gone from a brief opinion, 
rarely qualified, to a must-read 
discussion of a company’s approach to 
difficult accounting judgments.

This rapid evolution was celebrated 
at the Investment Management 
Association’s inaugural auditor 
reporting awards in November, at 
which KPMG landed more than half  
the prizes. With auditors now writing 
the second wave of  these reports, what 
lessons have been learnt?

One is that these reports should 
be company-specific. This means 
dropping the initial tendency of  some 
auditors always to include the risk 
of  fraud in revenue recognition and 
the risk of  management override of  
controls (prompted by ISA 240 on 
detecting fraud). PwC, for instance, 
moved during the year towards much 
more tailored reports tackling risks 
specific to the client.

Another is that the key section 
is risks of  material mis-statement. 
KPMG’s pioneering publication of  
‘findings’ has gone down well with 
investors and financial analysts. The 
firm is asking clients to volunteer to 
have findings published. 

It is easy to see why this is a 
crowd-pleaser. We now have plenty of  
audit reports that provide a primer on 
what the specific risks are. Auditors’ 
responses are full of  words such as 
‘[we] checked, tested, challenged the 
directors’ judgments’. But all this 
tends to beg the question: ‘Well, what 
did you find, then?’

KPMG is experimenting with 
language in its audit reporting that 
ranges from conservative to aggressive, 
with balanced/appropriate in the 
middle, and mildly cautious/optimistic 
as a first nudge either side. Other firms 
describe the judgmental process in 
more neutral language. But ‘given the 
uncertainty involved, the matter is not 
without risk’ (Sage/PwC) is never going 
to be as exciting as ‘mildly optimistic 
resulting in a somewhat lower liability’ 
(Rolls-Royce/KPMG). 

impact would a shift in any of  them 
have? How much headroom is there 
before, say, a carrying value must 
be impaired? Could ‘confidence 
accounting’ be used to illustrate 
in percentage terms the degree of  
confidence that can be placed in the 
answer being right? 

This would avoid loaded language 
such as ‘conservative’, which might be 
fashionable in some circles but does 
not aid objective accounting. How 
can such biases, once exposed by the 
auditor, be squared with the board’s 
obligation to produce a report that is 
fair, balanced and understandable? 
While questionable judgments on a few 
items may not reverse the overall ‘true 
and fair’ verdict, they do not sit well 
with its spirit.

There is also a danger that the 
expectations gap will be widened. 
Standard Chartered’s audit report 
(KPMG again) describes ‘inherent risks 
to the Group’s business model’. It 
refers to economic forecasts, the views 
of  the prudential regulator, concerns in 
specific geographies and businesses. 
While this context is a breath of  fresh 
air, no auditor is going to say ‘and, by 
the way, the bank’s run-ins with US 
regulators are unlikely to be over’. 

Welcome light is now being shed 
on debates between the auditor and 
audit committee that were previously 
kept firmly behind closed doors. 
This is not supposed to imply a 
change in the auditor’s behaviour, 
but such demonstrations of  auditor 
independence will surely bolster it. 

It is possible that ‘findings’ will 
become mandatory in audit reports 
by popular demand. But there is no 
guarantee that the auditor will either 
foresee all risks of  mis-statement or 
be right about the size of  the ones it 
does see. ■ 

Jane Fuller is a former financial editor 
of the Financial Times. She serves on 
the Audit and Assurance Council of 
the UK’s Financial Reporting Council. 
The views expressed are her own.

There is, however, something 
troubling in ‘findings’ that read like 
management character references. 
Isn’t there a better way to describe the 
problem of  picking a point estimate 
from a range of  plausible outcomes? 
Given the key assumptions, what 
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Rise to the challenge
Ireland’s dairy industry is expanding rapidly abroad, with the bigger food companies 
experiencing major success. But what about the smaller cooperatives, asks Ian Guider

Chinese supermarket shelves aren’t 
where you’d normally expect to find 
Kerrygold milk. If the Irish Dairy 
Board (IDB) has its way, the iconic 
brand will be ubiquitous in a country 
that consumes 11 billion litres a 
year of liquid milk alone and where 
consumption is growing at more than 
10% annually.

The ambitious plan to grab a share 
of  the Chinese milk market combines 
not only the use of  probably the best-
known global Irish food name but also 
doubling the number of  IDB staff  
on the ground in the world’s second-
biggest economy.

From the beginning of  April, the 
IDB will be able to market Irish dairy 
products in much greater volume 
than ever, as European milk quotas 
are abolished. For dairy farmers, 
cooperatives and producers across the 
country, this is the biggest expansion 
of  their potential markets since Ireland 
joined the EU.

The Irish government’s target is to 
have a 50% increase in milk production 
by 2020 to capitalise on the ending of  
quotas. Can the country’s fragmented 
dairy sector rise to the challenge?

Glanbia and Kerry Group represent 
the best of  Ireland’s food companies – 
huge international businesses that have 
expanded far beyond their milk pools 
into household names. However, the 
rest of  Ireland’s dairy sector remains 
a handful of  large cooperatives and 
a much greater number of  smaller 
ones. Is this the optimal structure or 
does it require a series of  mergers and 
takeovers to create groups of  scale 
ready to target the global market?

Those on the frontline are aware 
that not only is investment required 
to get production up, but to truly take 
advantage, co-ops will have to be larger 
and more efficient. 

As Bertie O’Leary, president of  the 
Irish Co-operative Organisation Society 
(ICOS), recently told members: ‘Facing 
into an increasingly, competitive global 
marketplace with five international 
marketing platforms, 10 processing 

cooperatives and a further 13 
milk-purchasing cooperatives, is not 
serving farmers’ best interests.’

Mergers have been practically 
non-existent. The last one mooted 
was Dairygold – one of  Ireland’s 
largest milk pools – which 
submitted a recent proposal 
to merge with Tipperary-
based Arrabawn, 
which would create 
a business with a 
turnover in excess of  
€1bn. The merger 
has yet to happen.

A solution 
like Fonterra, 
the major New 
Zealand dairy 
group, which 
combined nearly 
all the country’s 
coops and now has 
a turnover of  €14bn, 
is unlikely. Consolidation 
of  that scale probably 
would not  be achievable 
in Ireland.

But some slimming 
down of  the numbers 
is necessary. The real 
benefits, though, will 
be the scale of  the 
milk pools and, more 
importantly, the ability 
to attract the investment 
to finance the facilities 
needed to expand 
production. Glanbia Coop 
and Glanbia plc, through 
their joint venture, are 
spending €150m alone on 
building a new processing 
plant at Belview. How many 
other co-ops could fund 
that? It is in everyone’s 
interests, going forward,  
to have larger but  
fewer companies. ■

Ian Guider is business editor 
and business presenter on 
Ireland’s Newstalk 106-108fm 
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Inspiring the next generation
Listening to ACCA members’ views and ongoing research into the latest trends in the 
profession is informing our future activities, says ACCA president, Anthony Harbinson

As we look forward to 2015, I wanted to take this opportunity not only to wish 
you happy new year, but to share with you how ACCA itself is 
looking ahead.

One of  the key events of  ACCA’s year is the 
International Assembly, which took place in 
London in November. More than 80 member 
delegates from around the world – all of  whom 
are leading advocates for ACCA in their markets 
– got together to look at ACCA’s strategy for 
the next five years and discuss key issues, 
such as how ACCA can continue to ensure 
it supports you, our members, through 
your working lives and to look at issues of  
employability and opportunity. 

International Assembly members also met 
with ACCA Council members to discuss market-
specific issues and identify how the organisation 
can move forward. See more information on our 
discussions in the ACCA section.

At the Assembly and elsewhere we have been 
emphasising ACCA’s commitment to working in 
partnership. Our ground-breaking Massive Open 
Online Course (MOOC), developed in conjunction with 
the University of  Exeter and FutureLearn, has attracted 
thousands of  people who might not otherwise have had 
the opportunity to learn about the role accountancy and 
finance plays in society.

And on the subject of  education, we have been looking 
at key trends in business courses as well. In a study we 
carried out in association with educational consultants 
CarringtonCrisp and the European Foundation for Management 
Development, we found that education providers are 
reconsidering the content of  their degrees, shifting towards 
a multidisciplinary approach to meet the demands of  
students and business. Lifelong learning will remain 
important, but lifestyle learning will come to the fore 
because of  technological developments.

We will be exploring these and other trends 
and initiatives much more, so we can fulfil our 
commitment to enabling more people to access 
the profession. 

Finally, when we discussed our 
differentiators in the profession, we 
concluded that our best asset is our 
diverse and committed membership. 
I therefore want to thank you for 
the contribution you all make to the 
ACCA brand and to inspiring the next 
generation of  finance professionals. ■

Antony Harbinson FCCA is director 
of safer communities in Northern 
Ireland’s Department of Justice
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I am a general manager with Spirax 
Sarco, an international steam and 
thermal solutions company, in the 
UK. I lead a specialist energy advisory 
services (EAS) unit within the company, 
which provides added-value services 
to a select group of  multinational 
customers, mainly in the food and 
beverage and pharmaceutical sectors. 
Headquartered in Cork, EAS operates 
from a network of  regional offices 
worldwide.

I have learned that business is a 
marathon and not a sprint. Pressure is 
inevitable, but needs to be managed; 
and issues, which are critical and 
challenging today, are often forgotten 
six months later. Important lessons 
which I have learned in my career are:

* Have an open management style 
and where appropriate refer to your 
team as much as you can.

* Don’t abrogate responsibility, but 
delegate as much as you can.

* Be decisive, but don’t be afraid to 
change your mind.

Spirax Sarco operates worldwide 
and, as such, experiences all of the 
economic and political influences 
facing international businesses. 
Throughout the last 10 years, we 
have achieved strong annual growth. 
Currently we see our business affected 
by low energy prices, currency 
fluctuations, political unrest in 
Eastern Europe and the uncertainty 
of  the outcome of  the Ebola crisis. 
Our business in Asia continues to 
grow strongly as customers expand 
operations into these developing 
countries.

Spirax Sarco invests a substantial 
amount annually in R&D into new 
energy-efficient technologies, to help 
its customers meet the increasing 

‘ I HAVE LEARNED THAT BUSINESS IS A 
MARATHON AND NOT A SPRINT’
STEVEN FLINT FCCA, GENERAL MANAGER, 
SPECIALIST EAS UNIT, SPIRAX SARCO, UK

demand for sustainable efficiency 
and effectiveness. We are seeing 
increasing demand for food production 
throughout the world, at the same time 
as environmental pressure increases. 
Our challenge is to seek out ways to 
meet the increasing production levels 
at the same time as reducing energy 
and environmental impact.  

As I do a lot of international travel in 
my job, I have picked up some useful 
travel tips along the way. The following 
are particularly helpful for seasoned 
business travellers:

* Create a checklist on an app. 

* Pack light. Use carry-on luggage 
only, to avoid a delayed bag.

* Record important numbers and 
emergency details on a trusted 
cloud platform.

* Inform your bank and credit card 
providers in advance of  your travel 
location.

* Separate some cash and cards in 
case you lose one source.

* Use noise-cancelling headphones. ■

SNAPSHOT:
EFFECTIVE TAX
According to a study from 
PwC and the World Bank, 
Ireland has the most effective 
corporate tax system in 
Europe with the least amount 
of red tape.

The Paying Taxes 2015 
survey shows that Irish 
companies on average, spend 
80 hours a year complying 
with the tax regime compared 
with 218 hours in Germany. 
It also reveals that a typical 
Irish company spends nearly 
half  of  its commercial profit 
in taxes, spends two weeks 
dealing with its tax affairs and 
makes a tax payment nearly 
every six weeks. 

Globally, this compares 
to the typical company 
paying over a third of  its 
commercial profit in taxes, 
spending over seven weeks 
dealing with tax affairs and 
making a tax payment every 
two weeks. Ireland’s effective 
rate comes in close to the 
headline rate – 12.4% – just 
below the government’s 
12.5% advertised rate. In 
France, the headline rate is 
33% but the effective rate 
is closer to 7.5%. The tax 
system here also continues to 
be one of  the most efficient 
in terms of  bureaucracy and 
administration. 

Ireland is ranked fourth in 
the EU when it comes to the 
cost of  taxes. Its 25.9% rate 
compares with the lowest rate 
of  20.2% for Luxembourg and 
66.6% for France.

The view from
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Relevance: the recipe for success
Owen Killian, recipient of the 2014 RDS Gold Medal for Industry and Commerce and 
founding chief of Aryzta Ag, outlines the importance of constant improvement

The massive success of  the 
company under Killian’s leadership 
is credited to staying relevant in the 
global market. 

‘I wouldn’t be here except for the 
team I work with in Aryzta. When I 
started working in IAWS in 1977, 
Ireland had just entered the European 
stage and was thriving and enjoying 
prosperity in the agricultural market. 
Land property and car prices were 
falling and inflation was increasing –  
a classic bubble culture synonymous 
with the Celtic Tiger era. When the 
crash in 1982 occurred, we shed 
one-third of  our workforce in the 
first six months in 1983 and focused 
on our cashflow and retaining the 
businesses that were of  relevance to 
our customers,’ he says. 

‘This degree of  urgency, sense 
of  recovery and staying relevant has 
stayed with me. We are either relevant 
to our shareholders and our customers 
or we fail to survive. The hard-
working staff  at Aryzta are constantly 
improving the value of  our company for 
our shareholders and customers and I 
am honoured to be associated with the 
company’s success. We give 15% of  
our profit to shareholders, leaving 85% 
for the company to reinvest, so we will 
continue to acquire in the future.

‘The single most important thing I 
have learned in my tenure at Aryzta is 
how to remain relevant and this is the 
core focus for our company.’ 

Future in global food markets
Killian says the fear of  becoming 
irrelevant is always there. According 
to Killian, food production is hugely 
important to a world population of  
seven billion, soon to become nine 
billion. He says it is important to 
discuss how the role of  science and 
technology influences food production 
and how Ireland should have more 
relevance in this industry. Irish food 
companies wishing to rapidly achieve 
scale in international markets need to 
stay relevant and take advantage of  
Ireland’s small, open economy on the 

A native of Co Roscommon, Owen 
Killian is the founding chief executive 
of Aryzta Ag, the Irish-Swiss global 
food giant, best known in Ireland for 
the Cuisine de France brand. Under 
his leadership and vision, Aryzta has 
experienced exponential growth to 
become the world leader in the highly 
competitive frozen bakery sector, with 
annual sales of over €3bn. 

Experience and growth
Killian’s interest in agriculture began 
in UCD where he studied agricultural 
science. From 1977 to 1988, Killian 
held various managerial roles at IAWS 
Ltd. He served as the head of  food at 
IAWS Group from 2001 to 2003 and 
focused on maximising the earnings 
stream from all food operations 
and developing future strategy for 
this sector across all markets. On 1 
October, 2003, Killian began his tenure 
as CEO of  Aryzta. He is also director 
of  Maidstone Bakeries, non-executive 
chairman of  Origin Enterprises and 
executive director of  Aryzta Ag. 

Aryzta was originally founded as the 
Irish Co-Operative Agricultural Agency 
Society in January 1897 and renamed 
the Irish Agricultural Wholesale 
Society (IAWS) in December 1897. 
The IAWS bought Shamrock Foods in 
1989, R&H Hall in 1990 and Cuisine 
de France in 1997. 

It went on to buy Delice de France 
in 1999, La Brea Bakery in 2001, 
Groupe Hubert in 2005 and Otis 
Spunkmeyer in 2006. In June 2007 
it spun off  its agribusiness activities 
as Origin Enterprises.It merged 
with Hiestand Holding AG in August 
2008 and subsequently changed its 
name to Aryzta. It bought Honeytop 
Speciality Foods in 2011 and acquired 
the German frozen bakery goods 
manufacturer, Klemme AG, in 2013 
and both Pineridge Bakery in Canada 
and Cloverhill Bakery in the US in 
2014. The combined consideration 
of  these acquisitions was €730m. 
Currently, Aryzta supplies to 78,000 
customers globally. 

periphery of  Europe. 
‘Consumer patterns show the 

increasing pace with which the food 
industry must continuously expand 
on a global scale as consumption 
increases. I have no doubt that food 
will become more strategic than oil for 
world leaders in the future,’ he says. 

‘Economic development and 
prosperity is intrinsically linked to 
wealth creation with risk-taking as an 
inherent component. After 38 years 
in this business, I am an unapologetic 
believer in the market economy. The 
price the consumer pays for our food 
determines what our customer pays us, 
what we can pay for ingredients, what 
our people can turn into food and, in 
turn, what leads to our overall profit.’

Remaining at the forefront 
Agri-food, fisheries and forestry 
represents Ireland’s largest indigenous 
industry, employing some 150,000 
people and an annual output of  
over €24bn. Food Harvest 2020’s 
thematic focus for ‘Brand Ireland’ 
revolves around smart, green, growth 
– new technologies, developing new 
working relationships within the food 
production chain and piloting new 
product streams. Killian says, ideally, 
there needs to be better land transfer 
methods in place for older farmers 
to retire and re-invest in the younger 
farmer population. He is also adamant 
that new technologies available to the 
younger generations means their talent 
and versatility in the sophisticated 
digital world supersedes older 
generations. 

‘We need to embrace the knowledge 
enterprise out there – science, 
medicine, technology and food 
industries – as it is essential that we 
are well educated in these industries to 
ensure for a prosperous future.’ 
‘Science and education is the only 
passport to a better way of  life, 
combined with a strong work ethic for 
a successful future,’ Killian says. ■

Shauna Rahman, editor, AB.IE
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Ireland’s ‘medtech’ industry
The medical technology sector in Ireland is recognised as one of the top fi ve 
global hubs, and is continuing to expand internationally, says Sinead Keogh

own skills strategy, part of  which is 
implemented through the Irish Medical 
Devices Association’s (IMDA) Skillnet 
Network and IMDA’s Springboard, two 
government-funded initiatives. 

Global trends worth noting
Global trends, which range from 
reimbursement and regulation to 
supply chain and finance, are already 
having an impact here. Understanding 
global drivers and adapting business 
models will be key to the continued 
success. Pricing and reimbursement 
will continue to be a challenge as 
governments, private payers, patients 
and competitors exert pricing 

The sector employs more than 25,000 
people in Ireland, which represents 
6% of Europe’s medtech workforce. 
Ireland has annual exports of €8bn, 
making it one of the largest exporters. 
Eighteen of the world’s top 25 
medtech companies have a base here, 
and 50% of the 300-plus companies 
based here are indigenous. 

Investment and employment
More than 2,000 jobs have been 
announced over the past-two-and-
a-half  years, along with €300m 
investment in the industry. A lot of  
the recent investment is by existing 
companies in R&D and innovation. 
The latest announcement is by CR 
Bard (ClearStream Technologies), 
which will establish a 50,000 sq ft 
extension to its existing facility, along 
with 200 jobs. In October, 
Teleflex Medical also 
announced over 100 jobs at 
its plant in Athlone.   

The government’s 
investment in R&D through 
Science Foundation Ireland 
over the past five years is 
paying dividends, as it had 
allowed Ireland to develop significant 
facilities for medtech research, 
including Ireland’s first stem cell 
manufacturing centre at NUI Galway, 
which opened in January 2014 and, 
more recently, the announcement of  
the SFI CURAM Centre for Research in 
Medical Devices. The establishment 
of  the national medtech innovation 
fellowship training programme, 
BioInnovate, enables participants 
to work directly with clinicians to 
develop new, innovative therapies. 
The healthcare innovation hub was 
established to help healthcare 
companies deliver commercial 
products and services more quickly 
by giving them access to the health 
service in order to test products in a 
real-life environment. 

While innovation is at the core of  
the industry in Ireland, the government 
is also committed to enhancing 

pressures across different product 
categories. Furthermore, there are 
reimbursement and taxation challenges 
elsewhere – for example, the US 
medical device tax and more stringent 
EU and US product approval and 
safety oversight. We expect medical 
device manufacturers to be faced 
with constrained sales margins but 
this will affect companies all over the 
world. Although the prevailing outlook 
is positive, industry is concerned 

over the proposed changes to the 
EU regulation of  the medical 
devices manufacturing sector. 
Instead of  the EU introducing 
an overly bureaucratic system, 
our proposal would be to 
strengthen the notified bodies 
system to ensure that it has the 

relevant scientific knowledge and 
capacity to fully evaluate medical 

technologies. Essentially, any future 
regulatory framework adopted needs 
to protect patients and safeguard 
Europe’s position as a world leader 
in innovation in the medtech sector. 
Institutional discussions are ongoing 
and IMDA continues to monitor 

developments in Brussels. 

How can we take advantage? 
Multiple strategies exist to offset 

market challenges and drive growth. 
These are underpinned by need to 
develop cost-effective products and 
manage operating costs and product 
pricing to offset margin pressures 
and improve operational capabilities. 
Global drivers of  change have been 
identified for the sector in the report 
published by IMDA and Deloitte 
Med Tech Ireland, Business Foresight 
Strategy, published in 2013. These 
include expanding patient base, growth 
in emerging markets, innovation to 
address unmet needs and emergence 
of  medical apps. Growth in mergers 
and acquisitions and convergence of  
technology can also be key drivers. ■

Sinead Keogh is director at Ibec group 
representing the IMDA, Dublin

manufacturing competitiveness 
and has established a cross-
sectorial manufacturing forum, 
with representatives from many 
stakeholders to work collaboratively 
to develop our infrastructure, 
competencies and skillsets. Oversight 
of  current and future skill needs 
within the industry is critical to 
inform government skills policy, 
communicate career opportunities to 
potential graduates and inform our 
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Leader of the pack
Dairygold chief executive officer Jim Woulfe believes that there are three key attributes 
to successful leadership: passion, character and vision

like, and from that point of  view it’s 
important that you don’t become 
arrogant, complacent or selfish.’
Vision 
Woulfe believes it is incumbent in a 
good leader to present the guiding 
direction for an organisation. He says 
people measure the effectiveness of  
the leadership for its ability to bring 
the company from point A to point B. 

Personal journey
When he began his career, Woulfe 
says there wasn’t a structured focus 
on development. ‘You put your hand 
up if  you wanted to progress.’ He 
participated in a frontline management 
programme, asking for time-
management support, which wasn’t 
the buzzword it is today. Woulfe 

continued to take advantage of  the 
opportunities that were available to 
him, participating in a communications 
programme and, later, completing an 
executive development programme 
with the Irish Management Institute. 

He continued to upskill, taking part 
in financial courses for the non-finance 
manager and Leadership 4 Growth, 
with Enterprise Ireland. ‘These were all 
personal learning, where I felt I needed 
to improve my skill set.’ 

Meanwhile, Woulfe continued to 
progress within Dairygold, moving 
into an HR role in 1997 and becoming 
head of  Dairygold’s agri division in 
2002, before taking on the mantle of  
CEO in 2009.

Brilliant at the basics
When Woulfe came to the helm, he 
says Dairygold’s bases were sound 
and a lot of  efficiencies had been 
introduced. However, he adds, energy 
was being misdirected and needed to 

Jim Woulfe has worked for Dairygold 
for 35 years, which is longer than the 
company’s existence in its current 
incarnation. The dairy science 
graduate joined the milk processing 
division Ballyclough Co-operative 
Creamery in 1979, and rose to the 
rank of CEO in 2009. 

Dairygold Co-operative Society, 
Ireland’s largest farmer-owned 
dairy business and the country’s 
second largest dairy processor, was 
formed in 1990 with the merger of  
Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery and 
Mitchelstown Co-operative Agricultural 
Society. It is headquartered in 
Mitchelstown, Co Cork, and processes 
approximately 960 million litres of  
milk annually from its 3,000 milk 
suppliers. Dairygold has manufacturing 
facilities in Ireland, the UK and France, 
with sales operations in Germany 
and Spain.

Woulfe identifies passion, character 
and vision as the key attributes to a 
successful leadership, as he made 
clear at the recent annual Nuffield 
Farming Scholarships Trust conference.

Leading attributes
Passion
Woulfe believes you must have a love 
for the job. ‘When the alarm clock 
goes off  every morning, what gets you 
out of  bed, what sets the adrenaline 
going and the juices flowing for the day 
ahead? That’s where passion comes in.’ 
He adds that this drive ensures there 
is no room for complacency in yourself  
or the organisation. ‘We should love to 
do what we do to the extent that we are 
always looking to improve ourselves 
and our teams.’
Moral character 
Leadership is about serving, and 
serving honestly, according to Woulfe. 
‘We have shareholders, we have 
customers, we have employees and we 
have people who have invested in the 
business and people whose livelihoods 
are depending on the business. They 
are trusting in the leadership. So 
there is a degree of  obligation if  you 

▌▌▌WouLfe’s  experience has encourageD 
him to ‘copper-fasten’ training anD 
DeveLopment Within the organisation

be refocused to push improvements 
within the company. 

Woulfe says he took inspiration from 
Vince Lombardi, an American football 
player and coach, who is best known 
as the head coach of  the Green Bay 
Packers during the 1960s. Lombardi’s 
management approach, Woulfe notes, 
was not to dramatically change tactics. 
Instead, he says: ‘We are simply going 
to become brilliant at the basics.’

Woulfe says Dairygold had lost 
sight of  the basics and the leadership 
needed to refocus. ‘What I did was to 
look at the five or six different areas 
that are really important in the context 
of  leadership.’ He identified the areas 
as communication, team building, 
establishing values, ensuring there is a 
culture of  performance throughout the 

organisation, and, finally, aligning the 
strategy with the various stakeholders. 

‘Communication was the first thing, 
and I felt it was very important to share 
this message. Full engagement with 
stakeholders; listening, understanding 
and informing them of  what is going on 
even if  the message is bad,’ he says. 
Internally, Woulfe says it is important 
that employees are on the same page. 
Each year he takes time to meet people 
within the organisation to facilitate 
communication to ensure they have a 
clear picture and understanding about 
why certain decisions are being made. 
He adds that it is important to meet 
customers also, to understand their 
perception of  the organisation.

To make a difference Woulfe had 
to build the team and get the right 
people in the right positions. Each 
week he holds a meeting with key 
personnel, reviewing progress on 
challenges from the previous week 
and setting out targets for the week 
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ahead. Furthermore, he adds, it allows 
for the cross-fertilisation of  ideas and 
solutions across departments. 

Woulfe’s experience of  ad hoc 
professional development has 
encouraged him to ‘copper-fasten’ 
training and development within the 
organisation. Dairygold now works 
with undergraduates and graduates 
and encourages development through 
its senior leadership development 
programme. ‘That’s really important 
because people who have been 10 years 
in the organisation can become stale 
and we have to make sure that we have 
the talent in the organisation and we 
allow that talent to emerge,’ he says. 
‘We will support those who want to do 
an MSc in management or an MBA. This 
will give confidence to people to take on 
new roles and to embrace change.’

Strategic programmes
Dairygold has also adopted a 
continuous improvement programme 

▲ NUFFIELD FARMING EVENT
Nuffield Farming Scholarships chairman 
Bill O’Keeffe, Dairygold CEO Jim Woulfe 
and Nuffield scholar Geoff Dooley

called Advance 2020. ‘That whole 
continuous improvement programme, 
“lean manufacturing”, has been 
defining,’ says Woulfe. Furthermore, 
360-degree feedback has been 
introduced for the senior team, which 
is a peer-review process. 

Strategic direction, Woulfe adds, 
was extremely significant, and is 
managed by Dairygold under the 
following three horizons:
1 Building from the base up. Making 

sure the fundamentals of  the 
business are right.

2 Once the balance sheet has 
been strengthened, exploring 
opportunities for mergers, 
acquisitions and joint ventures 
in the company’s core areas of  
expertise.

3 Diversification into related areas 
in non-core areas. This is being 
‘narrowed down’ as the company 
brings in new resources to explore 
opportunities in this area. 

‘It’s all about getting results. Dairygold 
is driven to achieve set targets, which 
are filtered throughout the division. 
Dairygold has adopted an internal 
system – the GRID – that allows 
each individual within the company 
to assess their own performance in 
relation to the agreed targets. 

‘We introduced this seven or 
eight years ago but to perfect it is 
an ongoing process. The one thing I 
would say is that, having worked for 
almost 30 years without it, there is no 
going back. In terms of  making sure 
that everyone is focused about what is 
required, GRID is the mechanism that 
ensures it.’

Woulfe concludes by quoting 
Lombardi once again. He says: 
‘Leaders are made. They are not born. 
They are made from hard effort, which 
is the price that all of  us must pay to 
achieve any goal that is worthwhile.’ ■

Oonagh O’Mahony, journalist
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Budget 2015: an analysis
A review of the recent Budget announcement and what it means for employers, 
employees and businesses, while also looking at the tax implications

After years of  austerity, middle-
income earners will benefit from 
reductions in the income tax burden.
The top rate of  income tax is cut from 
41% to 40%. In addition, the top rate 
threshold is rising from €32,800 to 
€33,800. For married couples, the 
top rate threshold increases from 
€41,800 to €42,800. But those earning 
more than €70k will make higher 
contributions through the universal 
social charge, which rises from 7% 
to 8% of  earnings. For self-employed 
workers earning more than €100k, 
a new USC rate of  11% is being 
introduced.

Modest levels of  economic stimulus 
were announced. A €2.2bn capital 
investment programme in social 
housing is intended to build 10,000 
additional homes – alleviating the 
national housing shortage and boosting 
the construction industry. In addition, 
some thousand vacant properties will 
be refurbished; it is hoped that 4,500 
construction jobs will be created by the 
measures. Extra funding to schools of  
€80m should lead to another 1,700 
jobs in education. Consumer taxes 

Finance minister Michael Noonan 
announced in October’s Budget the 
phasing-out of the ‘double Irish’ tax 
avoidance scheme. Companies already 
using the scheme have six years to 
change their tax arrangements. The 
‘double Irish’ enables international 
corporate profits to be channelled 
through two Irish companies: one tax 
resident in Ireland and a second that 
is tax resident elsewhere.

A proposed new ‘knowledge box’ tax 
system – which is under consideration 
– would balance the loss of  the double 
Irish by encouraging greater R&D-
related investment from multi-national 
corporations. Approval is required 
from the EU before implementation. 
The knowledge box is expected to tax 
intellectual property-related profits 
at 6.25% – even lower than the UK’s 
Patent Box, which taxes profits arising 
from patents at 10%.

In addition, the Special Assignee 
Relief  Programme – which provides tax 
exemptions for foreign direct investment 
(FDI) employers needing to bring in 
employees from other countries – has 
been renewed and expanded.

▲ Post-budget analysis
Irish finance minister Michael Noonan 
discusses the Budget outside the Dáil

were mostly left unchanged, but excise 
duties on tobacco were increased 
by 40%. The lower, 9%, VAT rate on 
tourism activities was retained.

A survey conducted by PwC 
found Budget support from 73% of  
businesses, who believe it strengthens 
the prospects for the economy. Some 
85% predicted it would increase 
FDI. And 40% said they would 
consider taking on new staff. Feargal 
O’Rourke, PwC Ireland’s head of  tax, 
responded: ‘The survey highlights that 
Budget 2015 sends clear messages 
of  confidence and growth. The 
personal tax measures announced 
as part of  the three-year plan should 
give a modest boost to the local 
economy. The corporate tax measures 
should ensure that the international 
companies based in Ireland will 
continue to do business from Ireland 
and that they will be joined by many 
new international companies.’

Deloitte’s head of  tax and legal 
services, Pádraig Cronin, agreed. 
‘The corporation tax changes have 
been done in a way that offers a clear 
roadmap for attracting international 
investment,’ he said. ‘The retention  
of  the 12.5% rate, measures to 
enhance Ireland’s intellectual property 
regime, enhancement of  the R&D 
regime, the enhancement of  the 
Special Assignee Relief  Programme 
and other measures announced 
will underpin the government’s 
commitment to making Ireland a 
destination for the best and most 
successful companies in the world.

‘The widely anticipated abolition 
of  the “double Irish” structure has 
therefore been counter-balanced by 
other measures, which offer investors 
a competitive alternative to that 
arrangement. It has the appropriate 
balance between giving certainty 
to multinationals and ensuring we 
continue to have a “best-in-class” FDI 
offering as we evolve our system in a 
changing world.’ ■

Paul Gosling, journalist
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I lecture in P3 Business Analysis and 
F9 Financial Management to ACCA 
full-time students in the Accountancy 
School at Independent Colleges, 
Dawson Street. I feel very privileged 
for the many opportunities bestowed 
on me from my ACCA qualification. As 
a student I represented Ireland on the 
ACCA international student panel. I 
passed all my exams studying full time 
before entering into a training contact 
with Deloitte Audit and then moving 
to Deloitte Consulting, where ACCA 
enabled me to complete many financial 
system projects. 

During my time at Deloitte I was 
also fortunate to be offered the 
chance to lecture ACCA revision 
courses in three cities in China. One 
final point about ACCA is that it is 
a very flexible qualification, as I 
experienced after my third child was 
born when I made the transition from 
consulting to lecturing. I was able 
to bring my experience in project 
management into the classroom as a 
full time lecturer. 

‘ A SIGNIFICANT AND IMPORTANT CHANGE…
IS THAT ACCA STUDENTS CAN SIT EXAMS FOUR 
TIMES A YEAR’ MICHELLE HOURICAN FCCA, 
LECTURER, INDEPENDENT COLLEGES, DUBLIN

What is changing in business in 
Ireland at the moment is that the 
country is starting to return to 
economic growth. Banks are lending 
again and technology is evolving at 
a faster pace. Companies need to 
realign their approach to business from 
survival strategy to growth strategy, 
to adapt to the changing macro and 
competitive environment and ensure 
they are taking advantage of  the 
potential growth in the market.

 
A significant and important change, 
which will occur from 2015, is that 
ACCA students can sit exams four 
times a year instead of the current 
system, which is twice a year. 
This is testament to the continued 
improvements in our Qualification, 
which ACCA has made arising from the 
extensive consultation with students 
and lecturers. The challenge for the 
Accountancy School at Independent 
Colleges and for all of  the lecturers, 
including myself, is to develop a 
comprehensive programme that 
maximises the benefits of  these new 
changes for our students.

  
Even on a bad day, always give 
100% commitment to the task being 
attempted until completion. Ireland 
is a small country where professional 
people are highly connected, so how 
you excel at your role is important 
and is a daily demonstration of  your 
professional ability. To earn the respect 
of  others you must deliver every day to 
your highest standard.

 
When I’m not working I like to be on 
the go all the time! I love the buzz 
of  entering and completing different 
physical challenges, such as cycling 
to Galway in a day, completing 
half-marathons and 10k runs and  
competing in triathlons. ■

SNAPSHOT:
LOGO 
OPPORTUNITY

Almost 1,000 businesses 
entered the Bank of 
Ireland ‘Sponsor for a Day’ 
competition in association 
with the Irish Independent. 
This offers businesses a 
chance to sponsor Munster 
and Leinster rugby teams 
for a day by winning the 
right to have their company 
logo displayed on the front 
of players’ jerseys during 
high-profile European Rugby 
Championship Cup matches.

The competition has 
been whittled down to a 
10-business shortlist, with 
one winner from Munster and 
one from Leinster; each will 
win the equivalent of  €50k 
of  sponsorship.

The Leinster winner will 
have their logo displayed 
during the Leinster v Castres 
match on 16 January at 
the RDS, Dublin, while the 
Munster winner’s logo will 
be displayed in the Munster 
v Sale Sharks match in 
Thomond Park in Limerick on 
25 January.

The view from
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A good MBA  
stimulates healthy 
career progression
‘ The global MBA allows you to use your time 
effectively because online learning means no 
restrictions on what time of the day you access  
the material or the discussions. This programme 
increased my business knowledge and skills, but the 
biggest gain for me was a deeper understanding of 
my working styles – my preferences, strengths and 
weaknesses. The self-awareness I gained was the 
most useful aspect in driving my career forward.’

Gail Clarke
finance controller – global supply chain,  
Smiths Medical International Ltd

Ranked 7th globally in the QS 
Distance Online MBA Rankings 2014

www.accaglobal.com

-MBA Ads-2014.indd   4 12/02/2014   16:50
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▲ CORK CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS 
Record retail sales were expected over Christmas across Ireland

It is somewhat hard to believe that  
12 months ago we were about to enter 
a new year with a certain amount of 
trepidation. The economic recovery 
was still fragile, government debt 
levels were still rising, and Ireland 
was facing into a situation where it 
was raising financing on the market 
without any external backstop for the 
first time since 2010. 

Looking back, it appears that there 
was no need for concern. First, the 
economy is now the fastest growing in 
Europe, with GDP expected to expand 
by 5% in the full year. Second, debt 
levels have started to decline. Third, 
not only were sales of  Irish debt well 
oversubscribed throughout the year, 
but interest rates have tumbled to 
record lows. 

There is clearly now significant 
momentum in the Irish economic 
recovery. While there are some 
concerns about the scale of  growth due 
to potential statistical issues related 
to exports, it is clear nonetheless that 
the Irish economy is one of  the fastest 
growing economies in Europe. This 
momentum is likely to be sufficient to 
ensure that this position is maintained 
in 2015 too.

Net trade and investment
In the context of  a continued moribund 
growth performance in the euro area, 
the trajectory of  Ireland’s economy is 
increasingly being viewed with a sense 
of  wonder. However, its performance 
can be explained largely by two 
important factors. 

First, net trade has been able to 
make a contribution due to Ireland’s 
heavy exposure to the growing UK and 
US economies, as well as its large 
exposure to niche growth sectors such 
as information and communication 
technology. 

Second, and more importantly, 
the domestic economy is being led 
by a strong rebound in investment 
spending. This followed a calamitous 
fall over the 2007–12 period, mainly 
due to problems in the construction 

sector. Similar to other economies 
that have gone through investment 
busts in the past, Ireland is now in the 
process of  a recovery that should see 
investment spending return to more 
‘normal’ levels in the coming years. 
Due to the scale of  decline, which saw 
investment falling to record low levels, 
investment might grow vigorously in 
the early stages of  recovery. 

This will continue to be a feature in 
2015, with an improvement in credit 
availability expected to make more of  
a contribution to both business and 
construction spending. So far, one can 
largely describe the investment-led 
recovery as credit-less, although there 
are more positive signs emerging on 
this front. 

Ireland’s financial future
Ireland faces very different challenges 
going into 2015. With the economic 
recovery now clearly more entrenched, 
one of  the key domestic challenges 
will be to manage expectations of  
the public. After a record period 
of  austerity and thus hardship for 
many, fatigue was bound to set in. 
However, one gets the impression 
that expectations have flipped in the 
opposite direction very quickly, partly 

due to a government belief  that it must 
do something to reverse the trends in 
its popularity rating. 

Budget 2015 is a clear example. 
One concern is that the election year 
Budget, to be announced next October, 
will be even more influenced by 
popularity-seeking measures. 

Another important domestic 
issue is to ensure that the gains in 
competitiveness that have been hard-
won over recent years are safeguarded, 
namely by ensuring that wage and 
other cost pressures do not develop 
to a significant extent. There are 
already nascent signs that power is 
shifting from employers to employees, 
particularly in some of  the more 
important sectors for foreign direct 
investment. 

The key risk to Ireland going into 
2015, though, is external. While 
Ireland has been able to decouple 
from the rest of  Europe recently, the 
region is still the biggest destination 
for Irish exports. More importantly, 
ongoing concerns about deflation will 
undoubtedly bring debt sustainability 
back into market focus. ■

Dermot O’Leary is chief economist  
of Goodbody, Dublin

Looking back at 2014 and forward to 2015, Dermot O’Leary discusses the importance of 
safeguarding competitiveness in the domestic economy for Ireland’s economic recovery

Challenging times
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THE SURVEY
The Global Gender Gap Report 2014 
benchmarks the national gender gaps of  
142 countries according to economic, 
political, education and health criteria. 
This is the ninth edition of  the World 
Economic Forum’s index, which allows time-
series analysis on the changing patterns of  
gender equality around the world. 

You can read the report by going to 
tinyurl.com/GGGR2014

THE NARROWER THE GENDER GAP, THE MORE COMPETITIVE THE ECONOMY
The Global Gender Gap Report tracks the strong correlation between a country’s gender gap and national 
competitiveness – women account for half of a country’s potential talent base, making their education and 
employment crucial to the national skillset. The numbers below refer to countries’ global ranking.

WAITING FOR 2095?
Based on nine years of  survey data, we would have to wait 81 
years for gender workplace parity, as there has been only a small 
improvement in equality for women in the workplace so far.

HEALTH AND EDUCATION STREETS AHEAD OF ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION AND POLITICAL EMPOWERMENT
The gender gap is narrowest in terms of  health and survival. This gap stands at 96% globally, and 35 countries have closed 
the gap entirely. The educational attainment gap is the next narrowest, standing at 94% globally. While the gender gap 
for economic participation and opportunity lags stubbornly behind, the gap for political empowerment, the fourth pillar 
measured, remains wider still, standing at just 21%, although this area has seen the most improvement since 2006. 

HIGH INCOME 
(US$12,616 OR MORE)

1 Iceland
2 Finland
3 Norway

UPPER MIDDLE INCOME 
(US$4,086–$12,615)

18 South Africa
21 Ecuador
22 Bulgaria

LOWER MIDDLE INCOME
(US$1,036–$4,085)

6 Nicaragua
9 Philippines
25 Moldova

LOW INCOME
(US$1,035 OR LESS)

7 Rwanda
17 Burundi

27 Mozambique

EUROPE

1 Iceland
8 Ireland
26 UK

ASIA 
PACIFIC

59 Singapore
87 China

107 Malaysia

LATIN AMERICA  
AND CARIBBEAN

21 Ecuador
31 Argentina
33 Barbados

MIDDLE EAST 
AND AFRICA

65 Israel
113 Kuwait 
115 UAE

SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA

17 Burundi
18 South Africa
27 Mozambique

THE GLOBAL TOP FIVE
1 Iceland
2 Finland
3 Norway
4 Sweden
5 Denmark
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EYE TO THE FUTURE
Integrated thinking and fi ghting fraud were top of the agenda at the ‘Olympics of the 
accountancy profession’ in Rome. We report from the World Congress of Accountants

E
very four years, accountants gather for the World 
Congress of Accountants, often dubbed the 
‘Olympics of the accountancy profession’. This time 
the host city was Rome, to which 4,000 delegates 

journeyed from around 140 countries to discuss the big 
issues facing the profession.

Just 250km north lies the town of  Sansepolcro, where in 
1494 Franciscan friar Luca Pacioli published the first ever 
book on double-entry bookkeeping, earning him a place in 
history as ‘the father of  modern accounting’.

The Congress opened on 10 November, exactly 520 years 
after Pacioli published his influential tome, adding historical 
resonance to its theme ‘Learning from the past: building 
the future’. And the future, according to the Congress’s final 
flagship debate, is all about integrated thinking. 

It was a topic that made its entrance in 2010 at the 
last World Congress in Malaysia – the same year as the 
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) was 
formed. There, as accountants grappled with the difficult new 
realities posed by the financial crisis, its chief  executive Paul 
Druckman stood up to explain what the then little-known 
concept of  integrated reporting might mean in practice.

WHAT’S ON THE MIND OF 
GLOBAL ACCOUNTANTS?
Watch our World Congress video to hear the views of 
leading accountants from around the world on the big 
issues and challenges facing the profession. 
Visit www.accaglobal.com/ab139

Japheth Katto FCCA 
on fighting fraud

Warren Allen talks of the ‘wonderful opportunity’ 

integrated reporting represents for the profession
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Since then it has moved centre-stage, earning top 
billing at the 2014 Congress, which was organised by the 
International Federation of  Accountants (IFAC) working with 
Italian accountancy body CNDCEC. Four years on, Druckman 
found himself  chairing a much better informed debate.

‘Integrated reporting is one of  the most wonderful 
opportunities this profession has seen in many decades,’ 
outgoing IFAC president Warren Allen told delegates. He 
warned that if  the accountancy profession did not grab this 
opportunity, ‘there are plenty of  others standing in the wings 
and they will eat our lunch’.

Allen described the growth of  integrated reporting as 
‘bottom up’, driven by CFOs and accountancy firms. The 
CEO of  South Africa’s mining giant Gold Fields and CFOs of  
energy giant EnBW in Germany and Itau Unibanco in Brazil, 
representing corporate giants from different continents, 
joined him on stage to enthusiastically endorse integrated 
reporting and the benefits it had brought to their companies.

But, in fact, they gave greater emphasis to its conceptual 
sibling, ‘integrated thinking’, fast becoming the buzz-phrase 
of  corporate finance functions and management.

An integrated report aims to concisely describe how 
an organisation’s strategy, governance, performance and 
prospects, in the context of  its external environment, lead to 
the creation of  value in the short, medium and long term.

Integrated thinking is less well defined, but broadly 
refers to bringing about this value creation in corporate 
management action and decision-making. Companies, said 
the speakers, have had to rethink their approach to their 
strategy and management as society’s expectations of  
them have changed, and intangibles such as relationships, 
reputation and intellectual capital have come to make up an 
increasing proportion of  their value.

Thomas Kusterer of  EnBW said that social and 
ecological issues were becoming much more important to 
the economic success of  companies and the concept of  
integrated thinking was a logical way to deal with them.

Nick Holland of  Gold Fields described how increasing 
community activism across the world was killing off  
many potential mining projects at the planning phase. 
‘Soft’ issues, such as communities, governments, trade 
unions and environmental concerns, had come to dominate 
its risk register. Investors had taken fright and were 
abandoning the sector.

A new approach was needed if  the company was going 
to survive, he said, which involves working more closely with 
communities and governments to persuade them of  the 
benefits of  the projects.

He added that this kind of  integrated thinking, 
communicated by integrated reporting painting an accurate 
picture of  the company’s total value creation, had led to 
investors being attracted back into the business.

Other speakers highlighted the need for accountants to 
work with specialists in different areas to produce integrated 
reports, yet retain leadership. They also talked about » 

AFRICAN ACCOUNTANTS 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Incoming IFAC president Olivia Kirtley championed 
the capacity-building work of the global accountancy 
profession, particularly for the benefit of emerging 
economies and their populations.

She told delegates of  the Memorandum of  
Understanding to Strengthen Accountancy and 
Improve Collaboration (Mosaic) that IFAC has signed 
with key groups in the international donor community.

‘Out of  this agreement we have launched the 
Mosaic website, which will provide a “marketplace” to 
match the developmental needs identified by national 
professional accountancy organisations with the 
funding interests of  potential donors,’ she said. (Read 
more in our interview on page 40.)

IFAC also underlined the importance of  building 
capacity in accountancy skills by awarding this 
Congress’s Sempier Award – recognising outstanding 
contributions to the accountancy profession – to ACCA 
member Ndung’u Gathinji of  Kenya.

‘Gathinji’s pioneering efforts to launch the Pan 
African Federation of  Accountants, Institute of  
Certified Public Accountants of  Kenya, and the former 
Eastern, Central and Southern African Federation 
of  Accountants have ensured that the value of  the 
profession has been understood and embraced 
in Africa in a way that would have been otherwise 
impossible,’ she said.

In a compelling acceptance speech, Gathinji 
charted his career from boyhood in colonial Kenya, 
his training in the UK and rapid return to Africa, and 
the subsequent decades spent developing both his 
own career and the accountancy profession, including 
the IFAC committees he served on that worked to 
increase focus on the need to support the profession 
in emerging economies. He thanked many, including 
ACCA, naming a number of  key staff, such as chief  
executive Helen Brand, for the support he had received.

‘Africa is on the rise. If  you need convincing, just 
look around the hall,’ he said.

Ndung’u Gathinji FCCA 

receives Sempier Award
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the need for it to be included in professional training (it is 
already part of  the ACCA Qualification syllabus) and the 
need for increased assurance.

Fighting fraud
Integrated reporting was only one of  a huge number of  
issues covered at the Congress. The most oversubscribed 
session was on fighting fraud and corruption, chaired by 
ACCA Council member Japheth Katto FCCA, a consultant 
and former CEO of  the Capital Markets Authority of  Uganda.

Corruption, he said, is among the greatest obstacles to 
economic and social development and is especially severe 
on the poor. ‘Professional accountants are well placed to 
lead the fight against fraud and corruption because of  their 
extensive training and strong perspective on ethics,’ he 
said. ‘They are required to show integrity, which could be 
summarised as doing the right thing when no one is looking.

‘They are also required to be objective, not allowing bias, 
conflict of  interest or undue influence of  others to override 
professional or business judgments.’

Katto, like many delegates, recognised that the realities 
of  this can be extremely challenging for accountants in 
some countries and organisations.

One of  his panellists, Caroline Gardner, auditor general 
of  Scotland, contrasted her own situation when raising 
issues of  corruption and fraud – she is constitutionally 
protected – to accountants in other places for whom doing 
so risked putting themselves and their families in danger. 
This resonated with many delegates and was the theme  
of  a number of  questions – a typical one being: ‘At what 
point do you decide to lose your job in the interests of   
the wider community?’

Gardner said that an International Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants (IESBA) taskforce, of  which she is 
chair, is working on a new code on how accountants should 
respond when they encounter a suspected illegal act. 
The project had been challenging, she said, reflecting the 
complexity of  the dilemmas that accountants face every day.

Dr Yugui Chen, vice president and secretary general 
of  the Chinese Institute of  Certified Public Accountants, 
highlighted one of  these dilemmas – the balance between 
the principle of  client confidentiality and the public interest. 
Jim Osayande Obazee, executive secretary of  Nigeria’s 
Financial Reporting Council, emphasised the need for 
factors such as solid legal foundations, freedom of  the press 
and good corporate governance to be in place if  accountants 
were to be effective in exposing fraud and corruption.

Bringing transparency to the public sector was 
another big theme of  the Congress. Pamela Monroe Ellis 
FCCA, auditor general of  Jamaica, chaired a session on 
accounting for not-for-profit organisations, while former 
IFAC chief  executive Ian Ball called for accrual accounting 
in government, now increasingly being put into action, to be 
extended to budgeting as well.

Smaller businesses and practices were not neglected. 

Corporate governanCe
Corporate governance featured prominently at a 
tandem event, the World Congress of Accounting 
Educators and Researchers (WCAER).

A new ACCA/KPMG report, Balancing rules and 
flexibility, underpinned a discussion featuring a keynote 
address of  Irving Low, head of  risk consulting at KPMG, 
and chaired by ACCA’s director of  policy Ewan Willars. 
The other panellists were: Vincent Tophoff, senior 
technical manager of  IFAC’s Professional Accountants 
in Business Committee; Black Sun’s director of  
research and strategy Sallie Pilot; and Sue Milton, 
owner of  SSM Governance Associates. For more, see 
our Irving Low interview (see Contents page).

The initial findings of  three research projects on 
integrated reporting were presented. The research is 
part of  a project backed by ACCA, the International 
Association for Accounting Education and Research 
(IAAER) and the IIRC. WCAER was held by the IAAER 
and the University of  Florence.

Yahoo CFo: ‘Work all hours’
Yahoo CFO Ken Goldman caused a stir when  
asked for his tips for career success. ‘Be the first  
to get in and the last to leave,’ he recommended. 

This followed earlier comments in which he had 
defended Yahoo’s headline-making decision last 
year to ban home-working on the grounds that 
in-office collaboration is important. A regular ‘all-
hands’ meeting at 4.30pm on Fridays underlined the 
company’s stance, he said.

But he didn’t get any backing from his fellow CFOs. 
Shell’s Simon Henry expressed disagreement with 
the approach, pointing out that what the boss does 
other people do too: ‘I try not be to be visible outside 
normal working hours,’ he said.
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Former ACCA president Mark Gold, chairman of  the 
small and medium-sized practice (SMP) committee of  
the Federation of  European Accountants and a partner 
with London firm Silver Levene, chaired a session on the 
internationalisation of  SMPs.

The international activity of  small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs), he argued, is substantial but much 
underestimated, providing a huge opportunity for the SMPs 
that advise them. And the practitioner’s skillset is more 
transferrable than many think.

‘The most ambitious practitioners can ride on the coat-
tails of  successful clients to explore new markets, create 
partnerships abroad and expand their practices. In many 
parts of  the world, especially South-East Asia, this practice 
is actively encouraged by policymakers,’ he said.

Other SMP issues discussed included digitisation and 
technology, and the move from hourly billing to value billing. 
The pros and cons of  specialisation were also debated.

Audit thresholds
The Congress also looked at the impact on SMPs of  rising 
audit thresholds in many parts of  the world – the subject 
of  a session chaired by ACCA’s external affairs director  
Sue Almond. ‘Regulators are raising audit thresholds and 
exempting many SMEs from audit requirements. As a 
result, there is a growing demand for other services, such 
as reviews, to provide both the SME owner and financial 
statement users with some assurance on the reported 
numbers,’ she said.

Her panellists shared experiences on the impact of  rising 
audit thresholds, revealing varied experiences. For some it 
had led to a reduction in work for SMPs. But Stuart Black, 
who recently retired from Chapman Eastway, a practice in 
Australia, and was made a Member of  the Order of  Australia 
in 2012 for his services to the accountancy profession, said 
the impact on practice profitability had been limited. This 
is because most companies still chose to prepare financial 
statements, even if  they weren’t audited, and also enabled 
accountants to offer value-added services where they were 
previously barred from doing so by independence rules.

Financial reporting was also debated, with International 
Accounting Standards Board chairman Hans Hoogervorst 
taking to the stage in a debate on convergence, which 
inevitably focused on the US’s refusal to adopt International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

This issue was picked up by the director general of  the 
Italian Treasury, Vincenzo La Via. ‘We have to acknowledge 
that the progress on international convergence in accounting 
standards has fallen short of  original targets, primarily due 
to the still relatively significant distance existing between 
the GAAPs adopted in the United States and IFRS,’ he told 
delegates. However, he was careful to add that the standards 
themselves were of  high quality. ■

Chris Quick, ACCA’s head of publishing

For more inFormAtion:

Read our interview with IFAC’s Olivia Kirtley on next page

Read our interview with KPMG’s Irving Low (see Contents)

IFAC’s Vincent Tophoff  discusses the principles of  
corporate governance at www.accaglobal.com/ab135

the cfo data challenge

the explosion in the volume of data in an increasingly 
digitised world has many advantages, but its sheer 
volume raises big challenges, said CFos.

The key to dealing with this ‘fog of  data’, advised  
British Telecom CFO Tony Chanmugan, is to fine-tune 
what you need. ‘What is the problem you are trying 
to solve? You have to understand the data and use it 
forensically,’ he said. 

On the issue of  diversity, Shell CFO Simon Henry 
said while it was important, it was useless without 
inclusivity. Good-quality people and using them 
properly was the key to differentiating yourself  from 
competitors, he said. 

A session on ‘Digital Darwinism’, chaired by ACCA 
head of  futures Faye Chua, looked even further into 
the future. Ashton Dallsingh FCCA, CFO of  Europe, 
Middle East, Africa and Russia for Cisco Systems, 
highlighted the number of  companies whose business 
models had been destroyed by the rise of  digital. 
He warned CFOs that if  digitisation brought about 
changes in their ‘corporate ecoystem’ and they didn’t 
respond, then they faced extinction too.

Nina Tan FCCA, CFO of  Trax Technology Solutions 
in Singapore, continued the theme. As change 
managers, CFOs needed to be ‘storyboarders’, she 
said. She emphasised that while understanding data 
was critical, CFOs also needed to understand bias, 
sentiment and emotions, and their impact.

She suggested ambitious finance professionals 
might in the future increasingly use neuroscience 
training as a way of  enhancing their own performance, 
and to get an edge over the competition.

Nina Tan FCCA addresses the 

issue of understanding data
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CORE
TRUTHS
New IFAC president Olivia Kirtley reveals 
her take on the accountancy profession 
and its challenges globally

Thanks to IFAC’s work, Rwanda now has 285 qualified 
accountants, supported by a growing national accountancy 
body. Kirtley describes it as a great capacity-building 
success story. She hopes the work will continue, with 
IFAC’s new Memorandum of  Understanding to Strengthen 
Accountancy and Improve Collaboration (Mosaic) website 
helping improve cooperation and collaboration between 
IFAC, international donors and the development community. 

Building relationships
Cooperation and collaboration are the touchstones of  Kirtley’s 
own career success. Sharing and building professional 
networks outside the formal workplace has helped take 
her to the presidency of  IFAC – a two-year position. And 
she acknowledges ACCA as ‘one of  the largest and most 
important partners in IFAC and a huge supporter’. In her 

O
livia Kirtley, the newly elected president of the 
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), 
believes that, to develop and prosper, every country 
needs the core skills of professional accountants. 

Take the war-torn central African state of  Rwanda. 
According to a World Bank estimate, in 2008 the country 
possessed just 45 qualified accountants and no professional 
organisation to support them. Such scarcity makes it nigh-
on impossible to access funding from donors and others to 
finance national reconstruction.

‘Those core accountancy skills are needed to build 
transparency and accountability for strong, sustainable 
government, companies and societies in general,’ 
says Kirtley. ‘Accountants have ethical standards and 
competencies, they ask the right questions and they know 
how to put the information together.’ 
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Olivia Kirtley brings a breadth 
of experience to the role of IFAC 

president. The only gap in the CV 
is that she hasn’t been a regulator, 

although she has met plenty in her 
time. A business consultant, she is also 

a non-executive director of three public 
companies: US Bancorp, Papa John’s 
International and Rescare. 

She was previously vice president of  
finance and CFO of  a global manufacturer 
and a joint venture of  Emerson Electric and 
Robert Bosch. She spent the first decade 
of  her career with Ernst & Ernst/Ernst & 
Whinney (now EY) in both audit and tax.

We are all doing great work but we’re 
not aware of  what others are doing. 
IFAC is there to spearhead initiatives 
where the member bodies think that 
we can be uniquely effective in terms 
of  reach or relationship.’

The three Ps
As a former CFO she identifies three challenges for today’s 
finance heads: people, process and pace of  change. In terms 
of  people, she cites internal audit – does it have the right 
people with the right skills for areas such as cybersecurity? 

Likewise with processes, companies must get to grips with 
issues such as big data. ‘As the finance function you can’t keep 
producing the same reports and be effective; you have got to 
go out and ask people what they need to do the job better.’ 

And then there is the pace of  change. Kirtley asks 
whether accountants are moving fast enough to provide the 
reporting information that investors really want.

She says the key lessons of  the past crisis are not to 
allow controls imposed for a good reason to be overridden; 
to be sceptical and not too trusting; to keep digging until 
you get satisfactory answers; to avoid group-think and not 
be afraid to ask questions even if  no one else seems to 
think they are worth asking. ‘Our duty as management and 
auditors is not to take things at face value,’ she says. 

With that sort of  outlook – and her confession that she 
loves finding solutions to challenging problems – IFAC looks 
set to take an ever greater role in the global leadership of  
the profession. ■

Peter Williams, accountant and journalist

recent speech to the International Assembly she noted ACCA’s 
large student membership and said ACCA often identified 
talent in locations around the world where IFAC itself  has 
trouble finding representation. Looking ahead, she is seeking 
to build stronger understanding and relationships between 
the accountancy profession and interest groups such as 
legislators, regulators, investors and the business community. 

Describing how she entered the profession 40 years ago, 
‘a simple girl from a farming community’ in the US, she 
was looking for a job to fund her husband through medical 
school. She got her break in what was then overwhelmingly 
a man’s profession when a senior partner hired her on the 
spot – without consulting his partners – after she drove 
100 miles for an interview two days before her wedding. ‘It 
only takes one person to make a difference,’ she says, and 
believes that we all have to show ourselves worthy of  the 
trust that others place in us.

Global representation
One of  IFAC’s key tasks is to represent the profession 
globally. Kirtley says: ‘We do advocate on behalf  of  the 
profession where we see it is serving the public interest: 
we have to tell the public what we do and how we make a 
difference and why we are important to society in general.’ 
She says the profession does not always appreciate the 
views of  regulators because it is too busy defending its 
position and that of  its clients, but even-handedly points 
out: ‘Regulators don’t listen because they think they already 
have the solution or at least a political sound bite. Through 
building relationships you build trust and when it comes to 
the next inflection point or crisis, there is a greater chance 
both sides will reach out and talk.’ 

While acknowledging the importance of  improving 
standards, she is clear that the process should be evidence-
based. One of  the problems that she perceives is regulatory 
fragmentation at a regional and global level. She points 
to the European Union setting out a broad framework of  
mandatory audit firm rotation but then leaving individual 
countries to implement it, with the result that each EU 
country ends up having its own rules. Kirtley adds that she 
has heard of  whole audit teams moving from one firm to 
another to comply with the rules on rotation of  firms. ‘It 
sounds good in theory until you start working through the 
detail,’ she says.

She reiterates that IFAC is a member body whose purpose 
is to serve its members. Power comes, she says, from 
leveraging what each member body does well and the work 
they have already done. ‘There is a tendency to be insular. 

cv
▌▌▌‘we have to tell the public what we 
do and how we make a difference and why 
we are important to society in general’

FOR mORe InFORmATIOn:

See our interview with Olivia Kirtley at the World 
Congress at www.accaglobal.com/ab140
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DIVERSITY DRIVE IS A  JOB FOR FINANCE
Diversity is a finance issue – one that requires all the analytical, governance and 
management skills the finance function has to offer

Role of  finance

▌▌▌‘DIVERSITY NEEDS TO BE PART 
OF HOW BUSINESS IS RUN. FINANCE 
CAN HELP WITH MAINSTREAMING IT’
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FINANCE FUNCTION ACTION
Finance functions can play a leading role in 
creating, implementing and managing diversity 
policies, as follows:

* Approach HR and diversity colleagues to propose 
working together in order to assess diversity 
within the organisation and its interaction with 
management strategy.

* With HR, identify the best measures for analysing 
diversity impacts – financial measures and softer 
metrics such as employee or customer satisfaction.

* Assess the quality and extent of  current diversity 
data and whether this needs to be improved.

* Consider including shareholder value, wider 
stakeholder value, regulatory costs and the global 
value chain in the scope of  the business case.

* Consider the financial impact of  lost business, as 
well as the potential for increased turnover and 
profit from improved customer understanding. 

* Tailor the business case and its presentation for 
specific audiences, whether HR, line managers or 
C-level executives.

* Establish governance around diversity actions 
– for example, by including diversity KPIs in 
management reporting packs.

* Examine the standard methodologies and reporting 
practices used by finance to ensure these are not 
acting as a blocker to diversity initiatives.

DIVERSITY DRIVE IS A  JOB FOR FINANCE

Governance and methodology

What’s next?

■

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Towards better diversity management is at  
www.accaglobal.com/ab134
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk

@robyeung

TALENT DOCTOR: DEVELOPMENT 
I started running new leadership development 
programmes at three different organisations within the 
span of a few weeks: a retailer, an accountancy firm 
and a growing online business. In each first workshop 
together, I asked the same question: ‘To what extent do 
you believe that leaders are born versus made?’

Research studies suggest that leaders are probably 
both born and made – leadership emerges both due to 
nature (genes) and nurture (upbringing and opportunity). 
But your personal answer to the question is important 
because it may either hinder or help you (and those 
around you) to develop further and succeed.

Some people have what I call a gifts mindset. During 
one leadership workshop, a sales manager repeatedly 
expressed his frustrations about the calibre of  his 
team. In describing them, he used phrases like: ‘He just 
doesn’t have what it takes’ and ‘She isn’t a natural public 
speaker.’ He believed that people had certain innate 
talents and fixed gifts – or not.

The thing is: having the gifts mindset is essentially 
having low expectations for people – not only people 
around you but potentially even yourself. Believing that 
other people are inherently a particular way and can’t 
change means that you probably won’t coach, challenge 
and support them. Believing that you can’t change – that 
you have naturally unalterable weaknesses as well as 
strengths – implies that you should stick to what feels 
comfortable and safe rather than pushing yourself  to 
develop in new ways.

In contrast, it’s possible to adopt a growth mindset – 
to assume that most people can learn, grow and develop 
no matter how strong or poor they might be to start with. 
So the good can become great and the weak can become 
competent. Importantly, experiments by researchers 
such as Stanford University professor Carol Dweck tell 
us that individuals with the growth mindset achieve 
significantly better results; managers with the growth 
mindset are better coaches too.

To foster the growth mindset in others, ask them: ‘Can 
you think of  a skill you once weren’t very good at but now 
perform better?’ If  you’re a leader, encourage the people 
in your team to reflect on how they learnt in the past and 
what tactics or strategies helped them to improve. And do 
the same for yourself  too: remind yourself  of  skills you 
developed and how you went about it. The point is to apply 
lessons from your previous learning to current and future 
attempts to hone your skills, abilities and knowledge.

You may occasionally encounter somebody that 
genuinely can’t change. But often your mindset may be 

more of  a barrier to improvement than people’s actual 
talents. When coaching others, ask ‘How can you get 
better at this?’ rather than ‘Why can’t you get better 
at this?’ And when thinking about your own skills and 
talents, avoid telling yourself  ‘This is as good as I’m 
going to get’ and think of  yourself  as forever being a 
work in progress.

Believe in growth and you grow. Believe in fixed, 
limited gifts and you may trap yourself  into staying 
exactly how you are. ■

Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting 
firm Talentspace and the author of more than 20 career 
and management books, including How To Win: The 
Argument, the Pitch, the Job, the Race. He also appears 
as a business commentator on BBC, CNBC and CNN news

Career boost
Talent doctor Rob Yeung explains why it’s important to believe in people’s capacity for 
growth. Plus, how to build a good LinkedIn presence, and what’s acceptable in meetings
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THE PERFECT: LINKEDIN PRESENCE

ACCA London Women’s Network panel member and 
associate director at SS&C GlobeOp, a provider of 
cloud-based fund administration services to the 
investment sector, Gillespie says that gaining her 
professional qualifications – ACCA, Investment 
Operations Certificate and BSc Hons – has been among 
her greatest highlights, all achieved while working full 
time, and being a mother to two young children. 

Her philosophy is very clear: ‘My career works for me, 
as I cannot do something that I do not enjoy, despite 
the financial reward. At school, I was advised to pick my 
A-levels based on what I enjoyed the most, not a route to 
my career. This is exactly the same principle I have tried 
to use when making career decisions or studying towards 
a qualification and why I feel that I have taken on projects 
that have been successful.’

Her tips on work-life balance

* Try to keep good habits. Give 
yourself  time-bound limits and stick 
to them. If  you find yourself  regularly 
working late, look at why, and whether 
that time has been productive. Do you 
really need to be there?  

* Be realistic. You cannot achieve 
everything all of  the time. Therefore 
be realistic with your time, both at 
work and outside. Don’t cram in too 
many events outside work when you 

have important deadlines looming. 

* Ensure that you set goals outside work and keep them. 
This may be going to the gym several times a week, 
regularly meeting friends or family.

meetings to be punctuated 
with the tap and click of  
BlackBerries, or people 
ducking out to take ‘urgent’ 
calls. The survey, conducted 
by OfficeTeam, a Robert Half  
company, found that 41% 
believe it’s only acceptable 
to read messages during a 
meeting if  they’re urgent, 
while 25% say that mobiles 
shouldn’t be brought into 
meetings at all.

MEETING ETIQUETTE
According to a survey of  
some 200 HR directors 
in the UK, only one in 10 
believe it’s acceptable for 
attendees to email during 
meetings. In a business 
culture that demands 
employees display keen 
multitasking capabilities 
to keep pace with digital 
communication, it has 
become all too common for 

ASIA CALLING
The quantity of  accounting 
and finance jobs being 
advertised across Asia 
rose 24% year-on-year in 
the third quarter of  2014, 
according to Robert Walters. 
The countries driving this 
growth were Hong Kong 
(37%), Malaysia (58%) and 
Singapore (56%). Their 
success was attributed to 
factors such as overseas 

opportunities, emerging 
economies and recovery, 
multinationals setting up 
service hubs and offshoring 
in the region, and shifting 
regulatory dynamics. ■

This page is compiled and 
edited by Neil Johnson

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accacareers.com

THE BIG BREAK: VICTORIA GILLESPIE FCCA

LinkedIn is a pre-teen, it’s not even had a first kiss, 
yet in the second quarter of 2014 it saw a year-on-year 
revenue growth spurt of 47% to US$534m. 

Not only that, but it demands your time and 
attention, because as a professional today, whether 

you’re actively looking for a job or 
not, you need to have a LinkedIn 

profile. After all: ‘There’s no such thing as a job for life 
anymore, a job should be viewed as temporary,’ says 
Heather Townsend, author of  The FT Guide To Business 
Networking. ‘Over the past decade there’s been a 
fundamental shift in how recruitment is done,’ explains 
Townsend, ‘recruiters are now using LinkedIn as a key 
candidate search database.’ And if  you’re looking to 
network and promote yourself  or your company on 
LinkedIn, then make sure your personal and corporate 
profiles are present and in good shape, for according to 
Hinge Research, nearly 50% of  potential clients will look 
at company and employee profiles when engaging with 

you. But what makes a good profile? Townsend says: 
‘Brand yourself  up! A LinkedIn profile isn’t about 
your career now, think in a five-year timespan. 
Break your career into milestones and show that 
you have the attributes to succeed in your desired 
next step.’ Then, be active: recommend people, 
make new (strategic) contacts, like other people’s 
posts and start (relevant) conversations.
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of  health clubs and wanted 
a brand and competitive 
strategy that was quite 
different from others in the 
market, so he had climbing 
walls, a women-only area, 
and more of  a night club-
type ambiance for the really 
vigorous exercisers. 

The chain  grew quickly, 
mainly in the South East.  
Levels of  performance 

varied, with clubs such as 
London Bridge being stars, 
and some others, such as 
Bristol, having low profits. 
He successfully floated the 
business for £28m in 2000 
on the AIM market, but 
after a short while, one of  
the investing institutions 
changed its investment 
strategy and dumped its 

Fitness4Less CEO Matthew 
Harris entered the health 
club market as a young man 
in 1997. He had a burning 
desire to help people to get 
fit while also having fun. 

We first met through his 
company’s auditors – I was 
running a programme for 
them called ‘Developing 
Growth Advisers’, and 
he kindly offered to be a 

guinea pig for me to develop 
a case study so that the 
auditors could come up with 
interesting growth strategy 
options. He role-played not 
only for this programme 
but also for me as a visiting 
speaker when I was teaching 
at Cranfield.

At this time, he was 
rapidly developing a chain 

shares, damaging the 
share price. The group also 
had significant debts, and 
central costs had grown 
faster than revenues and 
margins, putting some 
financial strain on the group.

In 2002 we ran some 
workshops with the board to 
see what deeper economies 
we could make in central 
costs, and a process of  

selective disposals was 
started. As a result of  
external financial pressure, 
there was a major group 
reconstruction, which left 
him with half  a dozen clubs 
of  mixed profitability. 

Central costs then 
dropped to be unimaginably 
lower than the previous 
structure, and he had now 

started to understand just 
how to execute a ‘cost 
leadership’ strategy (where 
you aim to have the lowest 
costs in the game, and 
therefore lower prices, but 
adequate quality). 

Getting into shape
By 2007 the clubs were in 
much better financial shape, 
with half  the original number 
of  clubs, but otherwise there 
wasn’t much growth. Then 
something big occurred – 
through strategic thinking.

By this time Harris and 
I were friends, and I had 
also joined his board as 
a non-executive director. 
He said he was wondering 
what to do with the Bristol 
club, as it really struggled 
to make money – maybe he 
should sell it? I replied with 
something like: ‘You may well 
be right: but in some ways it 
feels like giving up. You are a 
very competent operator, so 
what makes you think that 
there is anyone who could 
actually turn Bristol around 
if  you can’t? You would have 
to find someone who was 
gullible or deluded to take it 
off  your hands and pay you 
for it. I don’t think that you 
have exhausted the options 
for turning it around yet.’

Harris took this on board 
and suggested that we use 
the ‘strategic option grid’ 
(see earlier articles) to 
generate and evaluate the 
options. I also suggested 
that we did some mindset 
dumping and imagine what 
an alien might do to produce 
a better model with more 
natural customer appeal and 
greater value generation.

In the next half  hour 
or so, we came up with 

Fit for purpose
In a new series on competitive advantage, Tony Grundy charts 
the transformation of an ailing gym chain into a distinctive brand
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the basic elements of  a 
newer and leaner business 
model. We sketched out our 
evaluation on a serviette, 
using the option grid.

The core ingredients of  
that model were:

* having no sales force (a 
big cost driver was the 
high costs of  customer 
acquisition) but setting 
the price point at a mere 
£15 a month (at a time 
when the price of  an 
average club was around 
three times that), making 
a sales force irrelevant – 
word of  mouth would do

* driving all bookings and 
sign-ups online

*  finding economies in 
sourcing equipment

*  negotiating down rentals, 
as we said the low-cost 
mantra had to reach every 
part of  the club

* outsourcing some areas 
of  administration

*  removing the constant, 
wasteful presence of  
staff  on the gym floor, 
supposedly there to 
stop people doing things 
against the rule-book

*  maintaining ‘friendliness’ 
by not skimping on 
reception staff  

*  positioning the brand as 
Fitness for Less.

While not exactly an EasyJet 
strategy, the thought process 
behind it was very similar.

The results were 
impressive: within six 
months, Fitness for Less 
had migrated to a highly 
cash-positive business 
model. This gained further 
momentum as time went 
on. While the club was a 
lot busier, many of  the 
members were not such 
intensive users: as it was 

cheaper to join, the average 
frequency of  visits was quite 
a lot lower than in the past.

Over that period I 
joined the board too, 
and encouraged further 
development of  the model 
to keep the clubs ahead, 
as I was acutely aware that 
it was going to be hard to 
defend against imitation.  
For example, a cheap 
lookalike club was set up 
close to a Fitness for Less 
branch in Birmingham. The 
price: only £10 a month (so 
cheap that we wondered 
whether they would have 
to hire a security guard to 
make sure everyone had left 

in the evening, as it would 
work out at 35p a night to 
sleep there).

There were some 
interesting strategic 
choices, such as finding new 
locations and developing a 
franchise model. We tried 
at all times to keep in our 
sights the need to come up 
with a cunning plan.

Interestingly, on one 
occasion when we all met 
in Bristol, I did some 
benchmarking of  some 
competing clubs by asking 
about membership, and 
found them to be not 
obviously better, despite 
being much more expensive. 
They were, in the words of  
Professor Michael Porter of  
Harvard Business School, 
‘good competitors’, as 
they hung on for prices 
that made Fitness for Less 
unbelievable value. 

When I walked round 
our own club, I found the 
reception helpful and 
friendly. Indeed, Harris 
and the management 
team maintained a level of  

▌▌▌the results were impressive: within six 
months Fitness For less had migrated to a 
highly cash-positive business model

friendliness that surpassed 
that of  competitors. 

On a roll
He continued to develop the 
business by:

* doing more franchise 
business

* converting his original 
core business to 
the business model 
and rebranding as 
Fitness4Less

*  cutting costs further 
and achieving greater 
economies of  scale

*  improving cashflow, 
EBITDA (earnings 
before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and 

amortisation) and 
reducing gearing

*  disposing of  all 
underperforming clubs.

No doubt progress was 
helped through the impact 
of  the recession. Even 
though this effect has now 
worn off, it created in the 
minds of  most customers 
the thought that they can 
and should get value for 
money from their gym.

Looking ahead
Of  course, the external 
environment hasn’t stayed 
still and, as we all expected, 
imitators have emerged. 
Indeed this sector is now a 
substantial part of  the UK 
fitness market – accounting 
for perhaps around 15% of  
it. So this raises questions 
about future growth drivers. 
For instance, will we see 

add-on extras that members 
are willing to pay for, as 
seen in the budget airline 
market – maybe offering 
the potential to adjust 
positionings within this 
strategic group? Or even a 
super-budget model, where 
you can only go to the health 
club on one fixed day of  the 
week? Maybe this suggests 
another round of  mindset 
dumping, future storytelling 
or both.

Learn the hard way
So why does this matter 
to Harris? Well, he should 
perhaps be more concerned 
about economic value than 
short-term accounting 
profit. Two key value drivers 
are important here: sales 
growth rate and operating 
profit margin. 

The value of  his business 
will be driven not so much 
by some crude multiple of  
EBITDA but by the potential 
for sales growth rate (more 
sector growth, capturing 
greater sector share) and by 
strategies that also increase 
margin – set against a 
scenario of  future demand, 
future competitive structure 
and Fitness4Less’s future 
competitive edge. Otherwise 
the resulting value of  the 
business will truly be based 
on the wrong kind of  NPV 
(the ‘numbers prevent 
vision’ kind). 

One of  the biggest 
lessons from Fitness4Less 
is the need to learn from 
experience – however painful 
– and to be prepared to 
think totally differently. ■

Dr Tony Grundy is an 
independent consultant 
and trainer, and lectures at 
Henley Business School

For more inFormaTion:

www.tonygrundy.com

For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and 
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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is it common to under-invest 
in AP technology? This 
could be because the AP 
team is not researching the 
technologies, or because 
they are failing to explain 
the benefits to the CFO or 
executive team.

But there is technology 
suitable for SMEs and 
large enterprises that will 
make them paperless. Here 
are some steps towards a 
paperless AP function. 

*	Electronic ordering 
system Buy an electronic 
ordering system 
(procurement system) 
that automatically links 
with the AP system so 
that orders are completed 
and invoices matched 
electronically.

*	Scanning Introduce 
scanning so that invoices 
can be sent by email for 
approval. Never trust the 
budget holder with the 
original invoice. 

*	Electronic supplier feeds 
Liaise with all major 
suppliers to organise 
electronic feeds of  the 
invoices, which should 
include the general ledger 
account codes – this 
requires your IT team to 
liaise with your suppliers.

*	Upload remittances onto 
your website Upload 
remittances onto a secure 
area of  your website 
so that suppliers can 
download them. This 
removes the need to 
email remittances, which 
may go undelivered.

*	Web-based expense 
claims Acquire an 
integrated, web-based 
expense claim system so 
staff  can complete their 
expenses remotely.

The accounts payable 
team is one of the most 
important in the accounting 
function. However, many AP 
teams are stuck in the dark 
ages, which means:

* monthly accounts cannot 
be prepared promptly, 
as AP is buried under 
a tsunami of  invoices

* budget holders are 
unnecessarily tied up 
in authorising and 
approving all transactions 
– no matter how small

* suppliers are forever 
on the phone querying 
payments

* the management 
accountants’ analysis 
is undermined.

Adding value 
Implementing better 
practices means that the 
AP workload is moved away 
from low-value processing 
activities into more value-
added areas (see diagram, 
right). This will also 
increase the AP team’s 
job satisfaction and be 
welcomed by budget holders.

Paperless operation
Why do we go from an 
electronic transaction in 
the supplier’s accounting 
systems to an old-school 
paper-based invoice? Surely 
we should be able to receive 
this electronically, in  
AP-friendly format, from all 
our major suppliers? 

There have been major 
advances in technology 
for AP teams. The return 
on investment of  this 
technology is arguably 
greater than any other 
equivalent investment in 
other service departments 
within a business. Why then 

*	Purchase card Give all 
budget holders purchase 
cards to use for all small-
value items. It will save 
many hours of  processing 
time by budget holders 
and the AP team. More on 
this in the next article.

*	Eliminate all cheques 
Join the 21st century and 
ban the cheque book.

*	Give key suppliers online 
access Allow your key 
suppliers online read-only 
access to their account 
so they can reconcile 
their ledger. ■

David Parmenter is a 
writer and presenter on 
measuring, monitoring and 
managing performance

1 Accounts payable team to regularly visit  
www.theaccountspayablenetwork.com website.

2 Read some of  the white papers produced by 
PayStream Advisors.

3 Contact your AP application provider to ask for 
their three most advanced users in your country, 
then visit them.

4 Email me at parmenter@waymark.co.nz for 
a summary of  some AP technology that will be 
of  interest.

5 Eliminate all cheque payments, framing the last 
cheque on the CEO’s wall.

Next steps

ChaNges iN work balaNCe  

Moving out of the dark ages
in this first article in a series focusing on the accounts payable function,  
David Parmenter looks at paperless ap processes

For morE inFormATion:

www.davidparmenter.com
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The European Securities 
and Markets Authority 
(ESMA) has published 
the European common 
enforcement priorities 
2014 that represent the key 
focus for examinations of 
the financial statements of 
listed companies by ESMA 
and European national 
enforcers. 

The common enforcement 
priorities for 2014 financial 
statements are:

* preparation and 
presentation of  
consolidated financial 
statements and related 
disclosures

* financial reporting 
by entities with joint 
arrangements and related 
disclosures

* recognition and 
measurement of  deferred 
tax assets.

These topics have been 
highlighted because of  
significant changes to 
accounting practices 
as a result of  new 
standards, such as IFRS 
10, Consolidated Financial 
Statements, IFRS 11, Joint 
Arrangements, and IFRS 
12, Disclosure of Interests 
in Other Entities, and the 
challenges faced by issuers 
as a result of  the current 
economc environment. 

The latter refers to the 
difficulty of  forecasting 
future taxable profits for 
the purpose of  determining 
deferred tax assets when 
there is a period of  low 
economic growth. The 
priorities were identified 
after discussions with 
European national enforcers 
with a view to further 
increasing transparency in 
financial reports. 

2014 financial statements. 
This report found that the 
required disclosures under 
International Financial 
Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) were generally 
observed, but also identified 
broad variations in the 
quality of  the information 
provided. ESMA defines 
the European common 
enforcement priorities in 
order to promote consistent 
application of  IFRS. 

ESMA still feels that 
financial statements are 
cluttered with excessive 
disclosure due to their 
general rather than entity-
specific nature, or because 
they refer to transactions 
that are not relevant for 
the issuer. Its aim is not 
necessarily a decrease in the 
number of  items disclosed, 
but rather clear and 
complete disclosures which 

are specific to an entity and 
necessary to understand its 
financial position. Entities 
should avoid too much 
aggregation and allow 
users to understand the 
consequences of  economic 
events that affect the entity.

The requirements of  
IFRS 10, IFRS 11, IFRS 12, 
amended IAS 27, Separate 
Financial Statements, and 
IAS 28, Investments in 
Associates and Joint Ventures, 
became mandatory in the 
EU for periods starting on or 
after 1 January 2014. 

IFRS 10 defines control 
as the situation ‘when the 
investor is exposed, or » 

Getting the priorities right
Graham Holt explores the ESMA’s common enforcement 
priorities for 2014 fi nancial statements

National enforcers 
might also set additional 
enforcement priorities. 
ESMA will report on its 
priorities in 2015 and will 
review priorities identified 
in previous years. These 
include requirements 
related to the impairment 
of  financial and non-
financial assets, fair 
value measurement and 
disclosures on risks arising 
from financial instruments. 
In particular, ESMA reminds 
issuers of  the specific 
requirements related to 
using cashflow projections 
and the disclosure of  
key assumptions when 
performing impairment tests 
of  non-financial assets.

ESMA pointed out 
that its 2013 report on 
comparability of  institutions’ 
financial statements 
remains relevant to the 
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has rights, to variable returns 
from its involvement with 
the investee and has the 
ability to affect those returns 
through its power over the 
investee’. The principles 
relating to control are set 
out in IFRS 10 and the 
application guidance. ESMA 
feels both the standard and 
the application guidance 
should be considered when 
determining if  control exists. 
This may require significant 
judgment to be made and 
issuers should carefully 
explain the judgments made 
in complex situations as 
required by IFRS 12.

IFRS 12 requires 
disclosures to enable users 
to understand the nature of  
the non-controlling interests 
(NCI) in the group’s 
activities and cashflows. 
Disclosures are expected to 
be ‘sufficient’ which includes 
disclosure of  the operating 

segments material NCIs 
have been allocated to. 

ESMA stresses the 
importance of  the materiality 
assessment as well as 
the issuer’s judgment in 
determining the presentation 
of  information. When a 
group presents a significant 
amount of  NCIs, none 
of  which are individually 
significant, ESMA encourages 
issuers to disclose and 
explain this. Issuers should 
disclose the nature and 
extent of  any significant 
restrictions on their ability 
to access assets and settle 
liabilities. The amount of  
significant cash and cash 
equivalent balances held by 
the entity but not available 
for use by the group should 
also be disclosed.

ESMA draws issuers’ 

the legal form. This requires 
consideration of  the 
structure, terms, conditions 
and the legal form of  the 
arrangement, and ‘other 
facts and circumstances’. 

When assessing ‘other 
facts and circumstances’, the 
focus should be on whether 
they create rights to the 
assets and obligations for 
the liabilities. It is possible 
for two joint arrangements 
with similar characteristics 
to be classified differently 
depending on their structure.

The IFRS Interpretations 
Committee has considered 
various issues arising 
from the implementation 
of  IFRS 11, and ESMA 
has recommended that 
issuers review the findings 
of  these discussions when 
preparing their 2014 

attention to 
specific disclosure 
requirements with 
respect to the nature 
of, and changes in, 
the risks associated 
with their interests 
in consolidated and 
unconsolidated structured 
entities. IFRS 12 defines a 
structured entity as having 
been set up so that any 
voting or similar rights are 
not the dominant factor in 
deciding who controls the 
entity. For example, when 
voting rights relate only to 
administrative tasks and 
the relevant activities are 
directed by contractual 
arrangements. A structured 
entity often has some or all 
of  the following features:
1 restricted activities
2 a narrow and well-defined 

objective
3 insufficient equity to 

permit the entity to 

finance its activities 
without subordinated 
financial support

4 financing in the form of  
multiple contractually 
linked instruments to 
investors that create 
concentrations of  credit 
or other risks (tranches).

The principal uses of  
structured entities are to 
provide clients with access 
to specific portfolios of  
assets and to provide 
market liquidity for clients 
through securitising 
financial assets. Structured 
entities may be established 
as corporations, trusts or 
partnerships. They generally 
finance the purchase of  
assets by issuing debt and 
equity securities that are 
collateralised by and/or 
indexed to the assets held 

by the structured entities. 
The debt and equity 

securities issued by 
structured entities may 
include varying levels of  
subordination. Structured 
entities are consolidated 
when the substance of  the 
relationship between a group 
and the structured entities 
indicate that the entities are 
controlled by the group. The 
disclosures for these entities 
are wider and deeper than 
for unstructured ones.

IFRS 11 sets out 
criteria which determines 
the classification of  joint 
arrangements as either 
joint operations or joint 
ventures. The basis of  the 
classification is the rights 
and obligations of  the 
parties to the arrangement, 
rather than, as previously, 

▌▌▌ESMA FEELS THAT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE 
CLUTTERED WITH EXCESSIVE DISCLOSURE DUE TO THEIR 
GENERAL RATHER THAN ENTITY-SPECIFIC NATURE
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financial statements. 
ESMA expects issuers to 
provide disclosures about 
significant judgments and 
assumptions regarding 
the joint arrangement and 
information relating to the 
nature, extent and financial 
effects of  its interests in 
joint arrangements. 

The first-time adoption of  
IFRS 10 and IFRS 11 might 
change the assessment as 
to whether to consolidate 
an investee. This could be 
the case where a different 
conclusion is reached over 
whether control is achieved 
by an investor holding less 
than a majority of  voting 
rights in an investee. If  this 
is the case, the factors that 
led to the change should be 
disclosed and the changes 
dealt with in accordance with 

judgments made in these 
circumstances.

IAS 12, Income Taxes, 
limits the recognition 
of  a deferred tax asset 
to the extent that 
future taxable profits 

will probably be available 
against which the deductible 
temporary difference can 
be utilised. IAS 12 says the 
existence of  unused tax 

losses is strong evidence 
that future taxable 
profit might not be 
available. Therefore, 

recent losses make 
the recognition of  

deferred tax assets 
conditional on the 

existence of  convincing 
other evidence. 

The probability that 
future taxable profit will 
be available to utilise the 
unused tax losses will 
need to be reviewed and 
if  convincing evidence is 
available, there should be 
disclosure of  the amount 
of  a deferred tax asset and 
the nature of  the evidence. 
ESMA feels it is particularly 
relevant to disclose 
the period used for the 
assessment of  the recovery 
of  a deferred tax asset as 
well as the judgments made. 
ESMA also expects issuers 
to disclose their accounting 
policy relating to material 
uncertain tax positions. 

As well as ESMA, national 
enforcers will continue to 
focus on material issues in 
the financial statements and 
will take corrective actions if  
material misstatements are 
identified. ■

Graham Holt is director of 
professional studies at the 
accounting, finance and 
economics department at 
Manchester Metropolitan 
University Business School

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ESMA: http://www.
esma.europa.eu/    

IAS 8, Accounting Policies, 
Changes in Accounting 
Estimates and Errors. 

IAS 31 allowed the use of  
proportionate consolidation, 
outlawed by IFRS 11. A 
change of  accounting policy 
may occur as a result of  
joint ventures now being 
accounted for using the 
equity method. IFRS 10 
introduces an exception 
to the consolidation 
requirement for investment 
entities. Issuers are expected 
to be very specific about how 
they arrived at any judgment 
not to consolidate. 

The current economic 
climate could result in the 
recognition of  tax losses or 
the existence of  deductible 
temporary differences where 
perhaps impairments are 
not yet deductible for tax 
purposes. The recognition of  
deferred tax assets requires 
detailed consideration of  
the carry forward of  unused 
tax losses, whether future 
taxable profits exist, and 
the need for disclosing 
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of  International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
accounting. 

For more, see 
bit.ly/1t3M33M or go to 
www.esma.europa.eu 

2 WAY2PAY
Since the Charity Act has 
come into force, many 
traditional methods of  
collecting for charity are 
now considered illegal. 
One new app, which is a 
novel way to collect for 
charity, is designed for 
schools and allows parents 
to pay by mobile. As an 
added bonus it enables 
schools to become cashless. 
Schools do not want to 
collect or store cash and 
need to fundraise in a way 
that is compliant with the 
Charity Act and can be 
independently audited.  
Way2pay is an app where 
schools create bills online 
and send them out to 
parents via SMS and email.   
See www.way2pay.ie 

3 AUDIT REFORM
The following are some 
of  the requirements in 
the revised audit rules 
contained in audit 
regulation (EU) 537/2014 

1 IAASA REVIEW
One of  the functions of  
the Irish Auditing and 
Accounting Supervisory 
Authority (IAASA) is 
to review the financial 
statements of  quoted 
companies and check 
them for compliance with 
accounting standards 
and company law. IAASA 
regularly issues guidance to 
preparers on specific issues, 
with the latest guidance 
on compliance with IAS 7, 
Statement of cashflows. The 
overall conclusion of  the 
review of  compliance with 
IAS 7 was satisfactory, 
although with a cashflow 
statement where the process 
is a pure computational 
exercise, this is to be 
expected. See www.iaasa.ie

IAASA feeds its individual 
findings into a European 
database of  regulator 
findings across the whole 
EU. Extracts from this 
database are published 
regularly and there is also 
now a full topic-by-topic 
index for the published 
abstracts. This index 
forms a comprehensive 
textbook of  acceptable 
accounting treatments 
for just about every area 

Technically speaking
Aidan Clifford discusses the innovative ways companies can collect for charity under the 
new Charity Act, guidance on personal insolvency, and the revised audit requirements 
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and audit directive 
2014/56/EU, which are 
applicable to the audit of  
public interest entities: 

*audit rotation every 10 
years with an extra 10 
years if  the audit is put 

to out to tender (14 
years if  there are 

joint auditors)

*restricted non-
audit services 

*70% cap 
on non-audit 
services fees 

*15% cap on 
audit fee for 
auditors; 

*a much 
bigger role 
for the audit 
committee. 

If  you have an 
interest in this 

area, then the 
Department of  

Jobs, Enterprise and 
Innovation has issued 

a public consultation 
paper on the member 
state options for both the 
regulation and directive. 
Further information at 
tinyurl.com/DJEI-audit   

4 CHARITY ACT 
Statutory instruments 
456 and 457 of  2014 
are the commencement 
orders for the Charity 
Act. 
    To download the 
statutory instruments, 
go to tinyurl.com/
IrishStatutes 
    If  you work in or 
are connected with the 
charity sector, then it 
is important to become 
familiar with the new 
rules. A good resource is 
at www.accaglobal.com/

irishcharity   
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The Charity Act will 
not curb illegal charitable 
collections, but it will 
provide a legal and best 
practice framework for 
charities to operate in. A 
charity collection would be 
legal under the new regime 
if  the collection box had the 
charity’s registered number 
printed on it in the form of  a 
sealed box that was returned 
to the charity unopened. 
There would also be a 
requirement for the event 
organiser to wear an ‘outer 
garment’ printed with the 
charity’s name and number.   

5 UK standards 
The UK regulator, the 
Financial Reporting Council 
(FRC), has established a 
project to help improve 
the quality of  reporting 
by smaller companies. 
Although published prior 
to the Tesco issue, the FRC 
annual report found that 
corporate reporting by 
large public companies is 
generally of  a high standard, 
particularly among FTSE 
350 companies. However, it 
did see a higher proportion 
of  poorer quality accounts 
produced by smaller listed 
and AIM-quoted companies. 

In its report the FRC 
also identified areas that 
it proposes to concentrate 
on in its reviews next year, 
including:

* assessment of  the 
accounting effect of  any 
changes in the structure 
of  pension arrangements

* analysis of  the effect 
of  new accounting 
standards in areas such 
as consolidation and 
revenue

* the quality of  disclosure 
of  critical judgments 

and estimates around 
accounting policies

* the occurrence of  
exceptional items

* identification of  all 
the relevant intangible 
assets arising in recently 
acquired businesses.

See www.frc.org.uk 

6 BanK reports for 
aUdit pUrposes
Bank letters are still a 
necessary evil for auditors 
but the format for the 
standard letter has changed 
slightly. The Banking and 
Payment Federation Ireland 

(BPFI), previously called the 
Irish Banking Federation, 
has put together a resource 
for auditors seeking audit 
confirmation letters for their 
clients. More information at 
tinyurl.com/BPFI-audit 

This includes a sample 
letter and contact list. The 
BPFI has confirmed that 
no bank letters will be 
processed unless an account 
number and national sort 
code (NSC) is provided on 
the forms. It also notes 
that the average time of  
completion of  audit query 
requests is around four 
working days, but that this 
can increase to 15 working 
days during peak periods 
of  January to April and in 
October. 

The inclusion of  one 
bank account number 
on the form is to allow 
easier identification of  
the specific client, but 
the banks undertake to 
complete the form for all 
accounts owned by the 
company, notwithstanding 
that only one number is 
included on the form.  
The audit evidence is 

not compromised by the 
inclusion by the auditor of  
one main account number 
on the form.  

7 personal 
insolvency gUide
Revenue has issued a guide 
on how it proposes to deal 
with individuals entering 
into a personal insolvency 
arrangement such as a debt 
settlement arrangement 
(DSA), personal insolvency 
arrangement (PIA) or debt 
relief  notice (DRN). 

More information at 
tinyurl.com/pers-insol 

8 reBo gUidance
The Credit Union 
Restructuring Board (ReBo) 
has issued guidance on 
the accounting for transfer 
of  engagements in credit 
unions. See tinyurl.com/
ReBo-transfer 

The guidance confirms 
that acquisition accounting 
is the appropriate method to 
use since FRS 102 became 
applicable for credit unions 
from 1 October 2014.  

9 frc consUltation
Most of  us are still struggling 
with implementing FRS 
102, a very small minority 
of  accountants working in 
insurance are worrying about 
FRS 103, and then the FRC 
comes along with FRS 104, 
Interim financial reporting. It 
is still an exposure draft, but 
the proposal is to replace 
the existing interim reporting 
guidance with FRS 104. 

FRS 104 will be consistent 
with new FRS 102. FRS 104 
will give guidance on the 
preparation of  half-yearly 
or quarterly reports and, as 
part of  the proposal, the ASB 
statement on preliminary 

announcements is also being 
withdrawn.  

Draft FRS 104 does not 
impose an obligation on 
entities to produce interim 
financial reports, but entities 
that make a statement 
of  compliance with the 
standard are required to 
apply all provisions of  FRS 
104. The interim reporting 
requirements are proposed 
to come into effect for 
interim periods commencing 
on or after 1 January 2015 
and the ASB statement 
half-yearly reporting will be 
withdrawn on the same date.

The new proposed 
standard, at just 30 pages 
long, is unlikely to pose 
too much of  a difficulty 
to those entities that use 
FRS 102 and prepare half-
yearly or quarterly financial 
statements. 

See www.frc.org.uk 

10 BacK on tracK
The Insolvency Service of  
Ireland has launched a new 
debtor-friendly website – 
www.backontrack.ie – and 
new debtor-friendly guides. 
Both of  these resources 
have been developed to 
explain the options available 
to people struggling with 
problem debt. 

It has been noted that 
some debtors are making 
unsustainable or unduly 
onerous arrangements with 
their creditors and most 
accountants will be aware 
that some ‘bankrupts’ have 
recently successfully applied 
to have their bankruptcy 
annulled because of  
allegedly bad advice. Both 
are happening because of  
a lack of  awareness of  the 
options available to debtors. 
This website is an attempt 
to address this information 
deficit. ■

Aidan Clifford is advisory 
services manager at ACCA 
Ireland. Email aidan.
clifford@accaglobal.com

▌▌▌A debtor-friendly website And guides hAve 
been developed to explAin the options AvAilAble 
to people struggling with problem debt
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In thIs artIcle

tax – an update
With the Finance Bill giving effect to the changes in tax measures announced on Budget 
day, 14 October 2014, Cora O’Brien provides an overview of the updates

At the time of writing, the 
Finance Bill 2014 was 
making its way through the 
Oireachtas, with a view to 
enactment before the end 
of 2014.

The key features of  
Budget 2015 and the 
subsequent Finance Bill are:

* comprehensive changes 
to the income tax and 
universal social charge 
(USC) regime

* a roadmap for Ireland’s 
tax competitiveness, 
designed to secure 
Ireland’s attractiveness 
as a location to invest 

* a range of  changes to 
agri-tax measures

* changes to a number 
of  tax measures, reliefs 
and incentives affecting 
the construction sector 
and small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) 
generally.

1 income TAX chAnges
Finance minister Michael 
Noonan announced 
comprehensive changes to 
the personal tax regime in 
Budget 2015 and confirmed 
further reforms in the next 
two Budgets. The reforms 
are primarily aimed at 
reducing the tax burden for 
low- and middle-income 
earners. 

The measures announced 
by Noonan that would apply 

The Finance Bill amends 
Ireland’s corporate tax 
residence rules. The default 
position will be that all 
companies incorporated in 
Ireland will be tax-resident in 
Ireland unless they are not 
resident by virtue of  a tax 
treaty. The change will take 
effect from 1 January 2015 
for new companies. 

For existing companies, 
the change will not apply 
until the end of  2020. 
Anti-avoidance provisions 
were added to the bill at 
committee stage to prevent 
off-the-shelf  companies 
benefiting from this 
grandfathering period. 

Other measures in the 
roadmap introduced in the 
Finance Bill include: 

* The current intellectual 
property (IP) capital 
allowances regime in 
section 291A Taxes 
Consolidation Act 1997 
is being enhanced. The 
improvements remove 
a cap on claiming the 
allowances and clarify 
that the allowances are 
available for ‘customer 
lists’ in certain 
circumstances.

* The R&D tax credit 
base year (2000) is 
being removed from 
2015. Revenue will also 
publish new guidelines 
to enhance clarity on the 
administration of  this 
credit.

* The special assignee 
relief  programme (SARP) 
has been extended for 
a further three years 
until the end of  2017 
and enhanced. The 
improvements include 
removing the upper 
salary threshold and 

to 2015 included changes 
to the USC entry point, 
bands and rates as well as 
increases to the income tax 
thresholds and a reduction 
in the marginal income 
tax rate. The overall 52% 
total marginal tax rate for 
employees has, however, 
not been decreased and will 
remain payable (by a single 
person) on income over 
€70,044. 

The 3% differential in the 
total marginal tax rate for 
the self-employed has been 
retained and continues to be 
55% on income over €100k. 

2 Agri-TAX meAsures
A significant number of  
measures affecting the 
farming community were 
announced in the Budget 
and included in the Finance 
Bill. A detailed consultation 
and review of  the various 
tax measures aimed at the 
farmers earlier in the year 
were also outlined. 

A number of  tax reliefs 
for farmers have been 
extended or enhanced, 
with a focus on achieving 
the key policy objectives 
for the sector, including 
increasing farm mobility 
and encouraging the 
next generation of  young 
farmers. Changes include: 

* capital gains tax (CGT) 
retirement relief  has 

been extended so that 
land that is currently 
let under conacre and 
is disposed of  or let 
out on a lease of  more 
than five years before 
31 December 2016 will 
qualify for the relief

* farm leasing income tax 
exemption limits have 
been increased and 
extended to leases of  
more than 15 years

* CGT farm restructuring 
relief  has been extended 
to allow whole farm 
replacements to be 
eligible for the relief

* income averaging has 
been enhanced by 
increasing the period 
over which income can be 
averaged from three to 
five years.

Capital acquisitions 
tax (CAT) agricultural 
relief, which reduces the 
tax payable on gifts or 
inheritances to farmers, has 
also been amended. 

The definition of  ‘farmer’ 
for the purposes of  the relief  
has been tightened to try 
and ensure that the relief  is 
only available when the land 
is received by a qualified or 
active farmer, or ultimately 
leased to a qualified or 
active farmer. 

3 corporATe TAX 
roAdmAp
A roadmap for Ireland’s tax 
competitiveness has been 
published as part of  the 
Budget. It aims to ensure 
Ireland places itself  in the 
best position possible to 
become the country of  
choice for mobile foreign 
direct investment (FDI) in 
the changing international 
tax environment.
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reducing the time period 
the employee must have 
been employed abroad by 
the employer from 12 to 
six months. 

* The foreign earnings 
deduction (FED) has been 
extended until the end of  
2017 and the number of  
countries eligible for the 
relief  has been extended 
to include a number in 
the Middle East, Asia and 
South America. 

* A ‘best in class’ income-
based IP regime will 
be introduced. A public 
consultation was held in 
late 2014 on how this 
‘knowledge development 
box’ should be developed 
and legislation should be 
introduced in next year’s 
Finance Bill or as soon 
as EU and Organisation 
of  Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) 
discussions on the issue 
conclude. 

* Revenue will be allocated 

additional resources to 
strengthen its ability to 
act as a transfer pricing 
competent authority. 

* Ireland will continue to 
expand its tax treaty 
network. It will also 
continue to support 
exchange of  information 
and the OECD’s 
proposals on country-
by-country reporting. 
Additionally, a spillover 
analysis of  the impact 
of  the Irish tax system 
on developing economies 
will be published.

4 AdditionAl ChAnges
A number of  additional 
changes to existing tax 
measures were included in 
the Budget and Finance Bill. 
These included:

* A number of  changes 
have been made to 
the employment and 
investment incentive (EII), 
including increasing the 
amount a company can 

raise to €5m annually, 
extending the holding 
period for an investment 
to four years, and 
extending the relief  to all 
medium-sized companies 
(pending EU approval). 

* The home renovation 
incentive (HRI) is being 
extended to include work 
carried out on rented 
residential properties, 
once the landlord is 
subject to income tax. 

* The 80% windfall 
tax applying to gains 
attributable to rezoning 
of  land is being abolished 
from 1 January 2015. 

* The living city initiative, 
which was announced 
in Budget 2013, will 
be launched in early 
2015 once EU state aid 
approval is obtained. 

* A deposit interest 
retention tax (DIRT) 
refund is being introduced 
for first-time residential 
property buyers.

 5 FinAnCe Bill
The Finance Bill contained a 
number of  measures, which 
had not been announced in 
the Budget. 

Some of  the measures 
included:

* restriction of  the 
capital acquisitions tax 
exemption for gifts for 
support, maintenance 
or education of  a child; 
the definition of  ‘child’ 
has been limited to those 
under 18 or under 25 if  
in full-time education

* changes to the operation 
of  general anti-avoidance 
rules contained in section 
811 and 811A of  the 
Taxes Consolidation Act 
1997 

* changes to the 
mandatory disclosure 
regime. ■

Cora O’Brien is director 
of technical services,  
Irish Tax Institute. Email  
cobrien@taxinstitute.ie

▲ milk oF Budget kindness
Irish farmer Liam Casey runs a dairy farm 
with 80 cows in the Dingle peninsula in 
Kerry (south-west Ireland), and should be 
eligible for the new Budget tax measures
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COMPANIES

DIVIDEND WITHOLDING 
TAX
14 January
Return and payment of  
DWT for distributions in 
December 2014.

CORPORATION TAX
21 January
Return and final payment 
for accounting periods 
ended 30 April 2015 (ROS 
extension to 23 January 
2015).

CORPORATION TAX
21 January
Preliminary tax for 
accounting periods ended 
28 February 2015 (ROS 
extension to 23 January 
2015).

CORPORATION TAX
21 January
First instalment of  
preliminary tax for ‘large’ 
companies for accounting 
periods ending 31 July 
2015 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

FORM 46G – RETURN 
OF THIRD-PARTY 
INFORMATION
31 January
Form 46G for accounting 
periods ended 30 April 
2015.

INDIVIDUALS

CAPITAL GAINS TAX
31 January
Payment of  capital gains 
tax in respect of  gains 
arising on disposals in the 
period 1 December 2014 to 
31 December 2014.

GENERAL

PAYE
14 January
P30 monthly return and 
payment for December 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

PAYE
14 January
P30 monthly return and 
payment for the calendar 
year ending 31 December 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

PSWT
14 January
F30 monthly return and 
payment for December 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

VAT
19 January
Bi-monthly VAT3 return 
and payment for the period 
November/December 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

VAT
19 January
Four-monthly VAT3 return 
and payment for the period 
September to December 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 January 2015).

VAT
19 January
Half-yearly VAT3 return 
and payment for the period 
July-December 2014 (ROS 
extension to 23 January 
2015).

GENERAL

PAYE
14 February
P30 monthly return and 
payment for January 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 February 2015).

PSWT
14 November
F30 monthly return and 
payment for October 
2014 (ROS extension to 
23 February 2015).

PAYE
15 February
Form P35 for 2014 (ROS 
extension to 23 February). 
P60s for 2014 must also 
be issued to employees by 
15 February 2015.

PSWT
Form F35 for 2014 (ROS 
extension to 23 February 
2015).

COMPANIES

DIVIDEND WITHOLDING 
TAX
14 February
Return and payment of  
DWT for distributions in 
January 2014.

CORPORATION TAX
21 February
Return and final payment 
for accounting periods 
ended 31 May 2014 (ROS 
extension to 23 February 
2015).

CORPORATION TAX
21 January
Preliminary tax for 
accounting periods ending 
31 March 2015 (ROS 
extension to 23 February 
2015).

CORPORATION TAX
21 November
First instalment of  
preliminary tax for ‘large’ 
companies for accounting 
periods ending 31 August 
2015 (ROS extension to 
23 February 2015).

FORM 46G – RETURN 
OF THIRD-PARTY 
INFORMATION
28 February
Form 46G for accounting 
periods ended 31 May 2015.

Information supplied by the 
Irish Tax Institute

Disclaimer: This is a 
calendar of the main tax 
compliance deadlines but 
is not intended to be an 
exhaustive list. While every 
effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of this 
information, the Irish Tax 
Institute does not accept 
any responsibility for loss 
or damage occasioned 
by any person acting, or 
refraining from acting, as a 
result of this material. ■

Tax diary
The Irish Tax Institute supplies important tax dates and deadlines for January and 
February 2015, which fi nancial professionals working in Ireland will need to heed
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dwellings worth more than 
£1m. From 1 April the 
following ATED charges 
will apply: £1m–£2m 
band, £7,000 (transitional 
payment and return rules); 
£2m–£5m band, £23,350; 
£5m–£10m band, £54,450; 
£10m–£20m band, 
£109,050; and £20m and 
over band, £218,200. More 
at www.accaglobal.com/
ab144

The annual charge paid 
by non-domiciled individuals 
resident in the UK who 
wish to retain access to 
the remittance basis of  
taxation will be increased. 
The charges are: UK-resident 
for seven out of  the last nine 
years, £30,000; for 12 out of  
the last 14 years, £60,000; 
for 17 of  the last 20 years, 
£90,000. More at www.
accaglobal.com/145 

There are not many 
details yet, but from April 
2015 an exemption will be 
provided for trivial benefits 
in kind costing less than 
£50, and from April 2016 
the £8,500 threshold will be 
removed.

Autumn stAtement
From April the personal 
income tax allowance will 
be £10,600, the basic rate 
limit will be £31,785 and 
the higher rate threshold 
£42,385. National insurance 
upper earnings and upper 
profits limits will rise in 
line with the higher rate 
threshold. 

Entrepreneurs’ relief  
will now not be available 
for disposals of  goodwill to 
a related close company, 
where the business of  a 
sole trader or partnership 
is transferred to a related 
company. Options, worked 
examples and the interaction 
with other intangibles are 
given at www.accaglobal.
com/ab142

From 1 April the above-
the-line R&D credit rises 
from 10% to 11% and the 
SME scheme from 225% to 
230%. Qualifying expenditure 
for R&D tax credits is also 
restricted from 1 April, 
with the cost of  materials 
incorporated in products 
that are sold no longer being 
eligible. We will also see a 
consultation in January 2015 
on the R&D tax credit issues 
faced by smaller businesses. 
More at www.accaglobal.
com/ab143

Residential properties 
owned by a company (or 
other collective investment 
vehicle) are described 
as ‘enveloped’, as the 
ownership sits within a 
corporate wrapper. The 
annual tax on enveloped 
dwellings (ATED) is charged 
on a company, a partnership 
with a company member, 
or a collective investment 
scheme with an interest in 
one or more UK residential 

notices And  
guidAnce
Revenue and Customs Brief 
39 (2014), VAT liability 
catering and other services 
linked to education, explains 
HMRC’s position after it 
gained leave to appeal 
after a tribunal rejected its 
case on the VAT liability of  
restaurant meals provided 
to the public and charges 
for concerts and other 
performances put on by 
students as part of  their 
further education courses. 

The lower courts have 
held that the supplies are 
closely related to the exempt 
supplies of  education 
because they enabled 
students to enjoy better 
education. HMRC argues 
that it will consider claims 
and make appropriate 
repayments based on 
the tribunal’s decision 
where the circumstances are 
exactly the same. HMRC is 
not making repayments in 
other circumstances such 
as where the supplies in q 
uestion are linked to fully 
grant-funded education.

You can find links and 
guidance on VAT notices 
and HMRC’s briefs at  
www.accaglobal.com/ab141

under-21 nics
From 6 April 2015, 
employers will no longer 
need to pay class 1 
secondary national 
insurance contributions 
(NICs) for employees 
under the age of  21 up to 
the new upper secondary 
threshold, which, for the 
tax year starting 6 April 
2015, will be the same as 
the upper earnings limit. 
Class 1 secondary NICs will 
continue to be payable on 
all earnings above  
this threshold. 

Class 1A and class 1B 
NICs are not affected by  
this change. 

For employees between 
16 and 21, employers  
will have to use new NI 
category letters when 
assessing secondary NICs 
for their earnings. 

You can find out more 
at www.accaglobal.com/
advisory ■

Northern Ireland tax update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly  
round-up of the latest developments, focusing on Northern Ireland

▲ All chAnge 
New tax charges on 
‘enveloped’ dwellings will 
apply from 1 April
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NI charity law review
A phased approach towards the annual reporting by registered charities in Northern 
Ireland will be a more successful process and of interest to accounting practices 

Just over a year ago, 
on 16 December 2013, 
compulsory charity 
registration began for 
the first time in Northern 
Ireland, bringing with 
it a raft of changes for 
charities themselves, as 
well as those within the 
accountancy sector who 
provide support services  
to charities. 

Under charity law in 
NI, organisations that 
have exclusively charitable 
purposes are governed 
by the law of  NI and have 
control and direction over 
their governance and 
resources must apply to 
register as a charity with the 
Charity Commission for NI. 

Registration with  
the commission is  
also mandatory for 
organisations seeking 
registration with HMRC for 
charitable tax purposes. 
A further change, which 
accompanies charity 
registration and will be 
of  particular interest to 
accountancy practices,  
is the beginning of   
annual reporting for 
charities registered with  
the commission. 

Annual reporting is being 
introduced in NI with a 
phased approach, beginning 
with the current interim 
reporting requirements, 
which will be replaced in the 
future by full accounting and 
reporting regulations. 

This phased approach 
makes it easier for charities 
to get used to annual 
reporting, while allowing  
the commission to carry 
out its monitoring and 
compliance work, and 
ensure that the register of  

charities is up to date during 
the interim period.

Phase one
Under phase one, which 
went live on 1 April 2014, 
all charities registered  
with the commission 
must report on their first 
full financial period after 
registration. Registered 
charities are required to 
submit four items:

* an annual monitoring 
return on the charity’s 
activities, governance  
and finances

* a copy of  the charity 
accounts in the format 
they are currently 
prepared

* a copy of  the charity 
trustee annual report (if  
applicable)

* a copy of  the charity 
audit report (if  
applicable).

Charities have 10 months 
after their financial period 

ends to gather their annual 
reporting information, 
compile their accounts and 
reports, and submit these to 
the Commission. 

As a matter of  good 
practice, the Commission 
would encourage charities 
to do this as soon as 
possible after their financial 
period end, rather than 
leaving it too close to their 
reporting deadline.

Phase two
The Department for Social 
Development (DSD) is 
responsible for developing 
the full accounting and 
reporting regulations – 
continued in phase two – that 
will specify the form and 
content of  charity accounts, 
the level of  review or audit 
they must have and the 
content requirements for the 
trustee annual report.

Charity law relating to 
accounting and reporting 

has not yet been fully 
developed and, as a 
result, the full accounting 
regulations are not  
due to be launched  
until 2015, following a 
public consultation.

The key difference during 
the interim reporting period 
is that registered charities 
are permitted to submit 
their accounts in the format 
they currently prepare them, 
and only need to submit a 
trustee annual report and/or 
audit report if  they already 
prepare them as part of  
another legal requirement.

This will change when 
the DSD commences full 
accounting and reporting 
regulations, when all 
registered charities will be 
required to prepare their 
accounts and reports in 
accordance with the form, 
content, and audit and 
review requirements laid out 
in the regulations.

It is expected that the 
regulations will insist that 
accounts are prepared under 
the Charities Statement of  
Recommended Practice 
(SORP). Until then, the SORP 
represents best practice, and 
most incorporated charities 
will have to prepare their 
accounts accordingly in order 
to show a true and fair view. 

The annual monitoring 
return will remain as a 
permanent aspect of  
annual reporting, both in 
the interim and when full 
accounting regulations are 
in place. ■

The Charity Commission 
for Northern Ireland has 
produced guidance on 
annual reporting. See www.
charitycommissionni.org.uk 
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relation to that promise. 
This was viewed from the 
perspective of  the range 
of  stakeholders: students, 
prospective students, 
members and employers.

Delegates were also 
asked to consider how 
ACCA could differentiate 
itself  from competitors. 
This involved taking account 
of  various issues, such 
as how the role of  the 
professional accountant will 
change over the next decade 
and employability.

International reach
ACCA’s differentiation is 
seen most starkly through 
its international reach, which 
rival bodies struggle to 
compete with and replicate. 

It was agreed that 
ACCA is doing a great 
deal to create strategic 
leaders as well as financial 
professionals. Partnerships 
with leading universities, 
further qualifications and 

The end of each 
International Assembly 
– the annual gathering 
of senior ACCA member 
activists from across the 
world to help inform policy 
– is usually marked by 
a declaration that it has 
been the best one ever, and 
there was certainly general 
agreement that this was 
also the case this year. 

The level of  engagement 
– a constant theme – 
and interaction hit new 
heights. ACCA president 
Anthony Harbinson had 
asked the delegates to 
share their thoughts and 
for Council members and 
staff  to listen and learn 
– and that is exactly what 
happened during the two 
days of  presentations and 
workshops at the event.

The Assembly considered 
what the ACCA brand 
promise should be and the 
proof  points that ACCA 
needs to demonstrate in 

mentoring are all seen as 
part of  achieving this, as 
is placing emphasis on 
personal and leadership 
development. 

As IFAC president 
Olivia Kirtley touched 
on in her address, 
over the next decade, 
accountants will need to 
‘build a career on deep 
foundations’. This will mean 
analytical and strategic 
skills to create value for 
organisations, as well as 
skills in communication, 
project management, 
risk management, 
business restructuring 
and internal control. The 
Assembly highlighted the 
interdependence of  all  
these skills, and the need  
to test them through 
correctly contextualised  
case studies.

Speaking at the close of  
the event about how ACCA 
attracts members and 
markets its qualification, 
Harbinson said: ‘The key 
message that came from 
the workshops I visited was 
that we are actually the best 
form of  direct marketing 
and that we have a huge role 
to play in ensuring members 
are aware of  the value of   
the designation.

‘One group even 
suggested that every 
International Assembly 
member should make a 
pledge today to personally 
attract and develop students 
and members, and we 
should all go back to our 
markets and spread the 
word about ACCA.’

He added: ‘We have an 
amazing resource in this 
room. We are all potential 

Reaching new heights
In considering how strong networks and relationships can propel our organisation 
forward, ACCA’s recent International Assembly was declared a rousing success

▲ Our greatest asset
All of us are potential ambassadors and advocates for the  
ACCA brand was the message at this year’s event
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For more inFormation:

IFAC president Olivia Kirtley spoke at the International 
Assembly. See her interview on page 40

ambassadors and advocates. 
Your success and your 
stories will inspire others.’

Harbinson also said that 
if  ACCA is going to market 
itself  more digitally, then 
its members also need to 
ensure that face-to-face 
contact remains a critical 
part of  what we do, be that 
conventions, conferences or 
even informal get-togethers.

‘ACCA’s established 
message of  ‘think global, 
act local’ is as true as it ever 
was,’ he said.

Partnerships
Harbinson also picked 
up on the theme of  
partnerships discussed in 
the workshops. ‘We need 
to work in partnerships,’ 
he said, ‘whether that be 
with accountancy bodies or 
learning providers’.

He went on to cite the 
working partnership with 
the Accountants & Auditors 
Association in the United 
Arab Emirates. ‘This is 
hugely significant for us in 
the Middle East,’ he said, 

‘and has resonance further 
afield. I am delighted to tell 
you that, having spoken to a 
number of  bodies at World 
Congress of  Accountants 
(WCOA), many more bodies 
also want to work with ACCA 
to develop partnerships.’

It was left to ACCA’s 
deputy president Alexandra 
Chin to wrap up the 
proceedings. ‘Much of  the 
work that ACCA will be 
undertaking in the future 
will be shaped by what  
has been discussed here,’ 
she said.

‘This Assembly provides 
a unique opportunity to 
hear the views of  members 
at first hand and to debate 
issues in depth that directly 
affect them, particularly 
in terms of  employability 
and opportunity.

‘Council will take a great 
deal from today’s debates. 
Your conclusions have given 
us a great deal to consider,’ 
Chin concluded. ■

Peter Williams, accountant 
and journalist

▼ opportunity knocks
Deputy president Alexandra Chin: ‘This is a unique opportunity  
once a year to hear the views of members’

▲ point of view
Maneet Kathpal from Botswana was one of the members who 
gave feedback and contributed on the day

◄ inspiration
ACCA president Anthony Harbinson: ‘We have an amazing 
resource in this room… Your success will inspire others’
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The ACCA Business 
Leaders’ Forum organises 
a series of breakfast 
meetings in Belfast, Cork, 
Dublin, Limerick and 
Waterford each year. The 
2014 members and co-
opted members are listed 
below.

2014 panel members 
The 2014 panel members 
included: Dermot Carey, 
Pobal; John Crawley, The 
Finance Expert; Etain Doyle, 
Vistage; Victoria Lacey, 
APS Materials Inc; Carol 
Lynch, Bank of  Ireland; Tim 
Madigan, consultant and 
non-executive director; Con 
Power, IBEC (retired); and 
Deirdre Spillane, Telefonica.

Business Leaders’ Forum 
The ACCA Business Leaders’ Forum provides an opportunity for members to meet 
business leaders and to discuss topics of mutual interest

▲ the 2014 panel and co-opted members
Panel members come from diverse financial and business backgrounds

Co-opted members 
The co-opted members 
included: John Doris, 
Meridian Business Advisors; 

Paul Kehoe, consultant; 
and Anne Keogh, Aqueduct 
Investments International.

Contact etain.doyle@

vistagechair.ie or Luke 
Brockie, head of  members’ 
services, at luke.brockie@
accaglobal.com ■
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STARTUP INITIATIVE
About 500 entrepreneurs 
and potential entrepreneurs 
attended the Taking Care 
of  Business One-Stop Shop 
event in Dublin Castle. 

All government 
departments currently 
assisting business startups 
were represented and ACCA 
was the professional body 
in attendance. 

It was an initiative led by 
the minister of  state Gerald 
Nash at the Department 
of  Jobs, Enterprise and 
Innovation and the higher-
level group on business 
regulation (HLGBR).

CFO TRAININg
A recent ACCA CFO 
training event, specifically 
tailored toward finance 
professionals, provided 
real insights into current 
accounting and business 
issues in Ireland. Over 150 
senior finance professionals 
from a variety of  sectors 
and industries gathered 
in the Double Tree Hilton 
Hotel for RSM Farrell Grant 
Sparks’ annual CFO training 
series, chaired by Michael 
Shelley, partner at the firm. 

Aidan Clifford of  ACCA 
Ireland provided a technical 
update for accountants. 
David McGarry of  RSM 
Farrell Grant Sparks, 
presented on the change 
from Financing Reporting 
Standards (FRS) and 
Statements of  Standard 
Accounting Practice 
(SSAPs) to FRS 102, which 
takes effect in 2015, but 
which will also have an 
impact on the preparation 
of  2014 statements. 
And Tony Connolly of  
online accounts service 

AccountsIQ discussed 
how cloud technology can 
advance your business while 
expanding and diversifying 
your role as a CFO.

NEw mEmbERS’ URL
The URL for new ACCA 
members in practice in 
Ireland can be found at 
www.accaglobal.com/ie/
practice 

The page brings together 
resources from across the 
website to highlight relevant 
support for practitioners. 
It has been designed to 
help improve the site 
navigation and also reduce 
the number of  sections in 
the members’ area. The 
practising information and 
quality checked sections 
have been removed from 
the dropdown menu.  

See www.accaglobal.
com/ab146 ■

ACCA news update
Two important business events took place recently, one offering entrepreneurial startup 
advice and the other training in becoming a multifaceted chief financial officer 

▲ CFO DELEgATES
Left to right: Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland; Michael Shelley, 
partner, and David McGarry, partner, RSM Farrell Grant Sparks

▲ ONE-STOP SHOP
Liz Hughes, head of ACCA 
Ireland, with minister of 
state Gerald Nash
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ACCA!
ACCA celebrated its 110th birthday on 30 November last year. Founded in 1904 with 
core values of opportunity, diversity, innovation, integrity and accountability, the body 
has been developing professional accountants ever since. 

Significant expansion in the past four decades has seen membership grow from 
12,500 in 1970 to 170,000 in 180 countries in 2014. 

‘There has never been a greater or more urgent need to develop sustainable 
economies,’ says Helen Brand, ACCA chief  executive. ‘A well-coordinated international 
accountancy profession, which demands the highest ethical and technical standards of  
the world’s professional accountants, is key to positive economic development.’

ACCA has continued to support new markets and launched its 91st office last year, 
in Myanmar. In many parts of  the world, ACCA is the only international body working 
hand-in-hand with national bodies, governments, employers and education providers to 
help build the financial capacity needed to underpin economic development. 

‘ACCA’s Strategy to 2020, which we launched in this anniversary year, has been 
designed to respond to specific needs identified in a range of  economies around the 
world,’ says Brand. ‘As part of  this, we strongly believe in the development of  complete 
finance professionals who are supported, trained, examined and regulated to the 
same high standard globally. We will continue to invest in the very important long-term 
projects that are going to enable us to deliver this and fulfil our public value remit, 
which will always remain at the heart of  what ACCA does.’

ABOUT 
ACCA
ACCA is the global 
body for professional 
accountants. 
We aim to offer 
business-relevant, 
first-choice 
qualifications 
to people of  
application, ability 
and ambition around 
the world who seek a 
rewarding career in 
accountancy, finance 
and management. 
We support our 
170,000 members 
and 436,000 
students throughout 
their careers, 
providing services 
through a network 
of  91 offices and 
active centres. 
www.accaglobal.com 

168 MILLION
The number of  children 
aged between five and 17 
(10.6% of  all children) 
who work as child 
labourers, according to 
ACCA’s report Accounting 
for children: implementing 
child rights for better 
business, available 
for download at www.
accaglobal.com/ab137

INSIDE 
ACCA
65  News update 
ACCA Ireland news

64 Members’ panel 
The Business 
Leaders’ Forum

60 International 
Assembly Building 
the ACCA brand

22 President 
Inspiring the next 
generation

▲ ACCA’S IFAC FIVE
Left to right: Brendan Murtagh, Keto Kayemba, Japheth Katto, 
Marta Rejman and Alan Johnson

ACCA senior staff and 
ACCA-nominated members 
of IFAC boards and 
committees met in October 
to discuss common areas of 
interest for ACCA and IFAC 
in the future, and to explore 
ways that ACCA can support 
IFAC in representing and 
developing the profession 
effectively at a global level. 

ACCA-nominated 
members currently serve 
on the board of  IFAC, the 
International Auditing 
and Assurance Standards 
Board (IAASB), the Small 
and Medium Practices 
(SMP) Committee, the 
Nominating Committee, the 
Professional Accountants in 
Business Committee and the 
Professional Accountancy 
Organisation Development 
Committee.

Members of the International Federation of Accountants’ boards 
and committees hold coordination talks with ACCA

IFAC reps meet up with
ACCA senior staff
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